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Abstract

Controlling rotational motion of gas phase molecules have been an attracting
field of research in recent years. Our experimental and theoretical studies
on molecular alignment and orientation are summarized in the present the-
sis. Three main themes of the present study are laser-field-free of orienta-
tion of asymmetric top molecules, numerical studies on rotational dynamics
of asymmetric top molecules, and completely field-free orientation of linear
molecules.

First of all, we demonstrate accomplishment of laser-field-free orienta-
tion of state-selected asymmetric top molecules. One necessary condition
for molecular alignment and orientation of a gas phase molecule is making
a rotational superposition of free-rotational states; furthermore, the gener-
ated wave packet must be in a good coherent condition for the alignment
and orientation. Recently, for laser-field-free alignment of linear molecules,
the alignment technique using a linearly polarized non-resonant ultra-short
laser pulse has become a broadly-adopted basic technique for experiments
with gas phase molecules. In contrast, making a good coherent wave-packet
for field-free, strong alignment and orientation of asymmetric top molecule
is a much more difficult subject compared to that of molecules with simpler
structures like linear and symmetric top molecules because of the relatively
complicated rotational spectrum of asymmetric top molecules.

For achievement of laser-field-free strong orientation of asymmetric top
molecules, we have employed plasma shutter technique for shaping a laser
pulse. With the plasma shutter, a special laser pulse with a slow turn on
and a rapid turn off is shaped. Oriented or/and aligned states of molecules
with a slow turn on of the laser field can remain for a few picosecond (in our
experiment) after the rapid turn off; therefore, the shaped pulse works as a
tool for achieving strong molecular orientation or/and alignment of molecules
in the laser-field-free condition.

When we notice achievable degree of orientation, our method based on the
shaped laser pulse has another strong advantage. The achievable degrees of
orientation for initial single rotational state are maximized, when the external
fields are applied slowly so that the interaction time scale is close to the
adiabatic limit, while the achievable degrees of alignment do not critically
depend on the interaction time scale. The oriented rotational states created
by the slow turn on can be transferred into laser-field-free states by the rapid
turn off.
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Moreover, for further improvement of the degrees of orientation, we have
employed a molecular sample which is rotational-state-selected by a molecu-
lar deflector. Since some of rotational states irradiated with external field(s)
are oriented one way and the others are oriented the other way, the de-
gree of orientation that we get from a group of molecules is much lower
than that from a certain rotational state. Therefore, we have employed
molecules rotational-state-selected by the home-built molecular deflector.
When molecules pass through a spatially inhomogeneous strong electrostatic
field, they experience force depending on Stark energy shifts of individual ro-
tational states. Accordingly, the inhomogeneous electrostatic field generated
in the molecular deflector can be used for the state-selection of molecules.
By using the state-selected molecules as a sample, we have improved degrees
of orientation than that achieved from a thermal ensemble of molecules.

With the combination of the two techniques of the plasma shutter and the
rotational-state selection, a state-of-the-art orientation technique has been
established. This experimental achievement is given in Chapter 5.

While the experimental research on laser-field-free orientation of asym-
metric top molecules progresses numerical studies on asymmetric top molecules
have been accompanied to understand their complex rotational dynamics.
Looking at the obtained experimental results from the asymmetric top molecules,
we have observed persistent alignment and orientation for 5-10 ps after the
rapid turn off of the laser field by plasma shutter. Such a remarkably slow
dephasing of coherent wave-packet has never been observed, which motivated
us to the underlying physics by numerical simulations. We have numerically
found that, even though a laser pulse whose pulse width is much longer than
the rotational period of the molecule, a nonadiabatic effect plays an im-
portant role in determining the rotational dynamics of molecules in usually
conceivable experimental conditions. Numerical studies associated with the
laser-field-free orientation of asymmetric top molecules are given in Chapter
6.

For numerical studies on rotational dynamics of molecules, we have de-
veloped a “time-dependent unitary transformation method”. Chapter 3 is
dedicated for the explanation of the numerical method. With this numerical
method, almost of the simulations pertaining to the rotational dynamics of
molecules have become possible with a single numerical package. Especially,
we can describe nonadiabatic effect caused in the regime where the time
scale of interaction between molecules and external field is much longer than
rotational period of the molecule but not long enough to ensure pure adia-
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batic process. We can also study the dynamics of not only linear molecules
but also asymmetric top molecules. The numerical results for reproducing
experimental observations are described in corresponding parts.

Another main theme of the present thesis is“completely field-free orienta-
tion of state-selected (linear) molecules,” which is given in Chapter 7. Even
for linear molecules which have the simplest structure, techniques for orien-
tation in the field-free condition is not well established yet. Thus, after the
laser-field-free orientation technique in the presence of a weak electro-static
field (Chapter 5) has been developed, we have tried to accomplish com-
pletely field-free orientation to make an oriented molecular sample available
even without an electrostatic field. Instead of a one-color laser pulse and an
electrostatic field, we have employed a two-color laser pulse with a slow turn
on and a rapid turn off, for the field-free molecular orientation. Furthermore,
we have employed OCS molecules state-selected by the molecular deflector
for achieving strong degrees of orientation.

However, we have found experimentally and theoretically several difficul-
ties associated with our orientation techniques that had never been recog-
nized. First, the orientation process on the slow turn on of the laser pulse
is not close to adiabatic, because of the difference in the pulse width be-
tween the fundamental and the second-harmonic laser pulses. Thus, degree
of orientation expected to be achieved by adiabatic orientation can not be
achieved this time.

Besides, during the plasma shutter operation, relative phase ϕ between
the ω and 2ω is temporally unstable. Since the degrees of orientation achieved
by the two-color laser field critically depend on the ϕ, temporally unstable
degrees of orientation are observed.

In spite of such difficulties associated with the orientation technique, the
state-selection technique and the plasma shutter technique have contributed
to the field-free strong alignment of OCS molecules. Also, we have made clear
next challenges for the field-free orientation, by comparing our experimentally
observed data with output of numerical simulation.
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The chronological order of my works

In 2010, when I first joined the Prof. Hirofumi Sakai’s group as a student of
master’s course, I cooperated with two senior students Midai Suzuki and Tet-
suro Hoshino, who had been engaged in developing apparatuses for quantum-
state-selection, hexapole focuser and molecular deflector respectively.

From the middle of 2011, we have started laser-based experiments of con-
trolling angular distribution of the molecules state-selected by the molecular
deflector which we had successfully developed. We have achieved strong
alignment and orientation in the (nearly) adiabatic regime, owing to employ-
ing the advanced experimental equipments like pulsed valve for low initial
temperature of molecular sample and the home-built molecular deflector.

For two years, from 2012 to 2013, with the several solutions for tech-
nical issues, we have achieved laser-field-free orientation of asymmetric top
molecules in the presence of a weak electro-static field. For laser-field-free
molecular orientation we have applied plasma-shutter technique. The strong
laser-field-free 3D molecular orientations of state-selected asymmetric top
molecules have been achieved too.

In Octobor of 2013, with the financial support from ALPS program, I
have visited DESY for two weeks to discuss my problem about a numerical
simulation, with which I had been confronting for a long time. After I have
gotten back to Japan, owing to the fruitful and kind advices they gave me
even after I had come back from DESY, I could develop original numerical
method for calculating rotational dynamics of asymmetric top molecules.

From January to December of 2014, the last year of my graduate stu-
dent life, we have tried to develop the most ideal technique for the field-free
orientation. We have applied plasma shutter technique to the combined fun-
damental and second-harmonic laser pulses. Even though several issues have
never been recognized are found, we have achieved completely field-free ori-
entation of OCS molecules with a moderate degree of orientation even with
lower pump pulse intensity.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Need for developing techniques for con-

trolling rotational motion of molecules

Always, molecule has been an attracting research subject for scientists. One
of the reasons is that there are interesting phenomena related to anisotropic
structure of molecules. On the other hand, observables that we get in conceiv-
able experiments are obtained as an averaged value over a group of molecules.
Furthermore, even a single rotational state in the field-free condition has not
completely but nearly isotropic angular distribution in the laboratory-fixed
frame. Because of these reasons we can not explicitly observe interesting
phenomena pertaining to the anisotropic structure of molecules, which is
the first reason why we need to control rotational motion of molecules. An-
other advantage of controlling the rotational motion is that the controlling
techniques can work as tools for investigating structures and properties of
molecules experimentally since the techniques are deeply related with rota-
tional spectroscopy of molecules.

The control and manipulation of the directional features of molecules,
even though a long history of it, is still very promising research area. A lot
of studies on molecular alignment and orientation have been reported1. It
is a truth that one of the most widely adopted technique in various experi-

1A molecule asymmetric upon reflection is considered to be oriented when their di-
rection is synchronized respect to a Laboratory-fixed frame, while it is considered to be
aligned if this angular confinement along a laboratory-fixed axis is symmetric upon the
inversion of the axis.
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Figure 1.1: Molecular alignment and orientation

ments with gas phase molecules is“impulsive alignment” 2 technique. When
molecules are irradiated with a linearly polarized impulsive laser field, the
angular distribution of the molecules is synchronized along the laser field. On
the other hand, while the molecular alignment technique have matured to a
state with a number of associated studies, development of a robust orienta-
tion technique is still an important subject of research and many scientists
around the world have been developing it.

1.2 History of controlling rotational motions

of molecules

The first approach to preparing a sample of oriented molecules is based on
electrostatic fields. Two techniques using electrostatic field have been uti-
lized for orientation of molecules. The first method developed was based
on rotational state selection by an inhomogeneous electro-static field. In a
hexapole focuser, the inhomogeneous electrostatic hexapole field is used to
select a single rotational state of molecule. The method is based on the first-
order interaction between the inhomogeneous external field and a permanent
dipole moment of the molecule. Researchers have utilized this technique for
investigating the anisotropic effects of symmetric top molecules experimen-
tally because a single quantum eigenstate is generally anisotropic [1, 2]. As
an alternative method, the brute-force orientation using a very strong elec-

2In the present thesis, we represent interaction between molecules and ultra-short laser
pulses as impulsive rather than nonadiabatic.
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trostatic field was proposed [3]. The interaction energy of permanent dipole
which is stronger than the field-free rotational energy allows the molecules to
be oriented along the direction of electrostatic field. However, this method
has an obvious disadvantage. Typically on the order of 100 kV/cm, which
is not easily accessible experimentally, is required for the brute-force orien-
tation.

The other approach has been reported is based on the application of
optical fields to orient molecules. When randomly oriented molecules are
irradiated with polarized light resonant with a transition of the electronic
states, the excitation probability depends on the angle between the transi-
tion dipole vector and the polarization vector [4, 5]. The excitation to a
dissociative state makes it possible to obtain oriented molecules. Weakness
of this method is that only a small fraction of molecules from the original
sample remains.

On the other hand, there have been theoretical [6, 7, 8] and experimen-
tal [9, 10] demonstrations of alignment with an intense non-resonant laser
field. Instead of the static electric field in the brute force orientation, the
strong nonresonant laser-field that interacts with polarizability of molecules
can align molecules. Because this method utilizes the interaction between
a nonresonant laser field and a laser-induced dipole moment stemming from
anisotropic polarizability of molecule, it is applicable to any molecule irre-
spective of its specific characteristics.

In the adiabatic regime [6, 7], where the laser pulse is long compared to
the rotational period of the molecule, molecules are aligned while the laser
pulse is present, and the molecules return to their initial free-rotor states
after the laser pulse. In contrast to this, in the impulsive (non-adiabatic)
regime [11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16], ultrashort laser pulse irradiated to the molecule
contributes to the formation of a broad rotational wave packet via Raman
mechanism. That makes molecule to be aligned in the field-free regime. In
fact, the impulsive alignment technique has broadened the scope of spatially
aligned molecules from the original focus on chemical reaction dynamics to
new applications such as optimal control of multiphoton ionization [17] and
molecular imaging based on high harmonics generation [18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23]

In spite of the usefulness of the impulsive alignment technique, since the
interaction induced by linearly polarized non-resonant laser field has inversion
symmetry, the orientation is not attained in the same way with the alignment.
In order to accomplish not only the alignment but also the orientation, an
additional interaction breaking the symmetry have been applied by DC field,
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which is much weaker than that used in the brute-force method, interacting
with the molecular permanent dipole. Based on the theoretical studies by
Friedrich and Herschbach [24, 25], the one-dimensional orientation technique
using combined electrostatic and linearly polarized non-resonant laser fields
is demonstrated[26, 27]. Also, the combined field technique have been em-
ployed for three dimensional orientation of asymmetric top molecules by us-
ing elliptically-polarized laser field instead of the linearly-polarized field[28].
Moreover, orientation by nonresonant phase-locked two-color laser field was
proposed [29] and demonstrated [30].

On the other hand, when we consider the alignment, well aligned states
in the field-free condition are achievable by an intense impulsive laser field.
However, in the case of the orientation, the achievable degrees of orientation
can be significantly enhanced only when the induced interaction time scale
is close to the adiabatic limit. There have been researches pointing out the
advantage of adiabatic orientation [31, 32, 33]. In the earlier study [31], it has
been considered that initial field-free states can tunnel from the swallower po-
tential wall to the deeper one when the applied external field for orientation
turns on very slowly, typically on the order of ns. However, the nanosecond
laser pulse orient molecules only in the presence of the laser field. A break-
through to achieve high degrees of orientation in the laser-field-free condition
is the usage of a laser pulse with an adiabatic turn on and a rapid turn off.
Motivated by researches about rapidly turned off laser field [31, 35, 34],
the usefulness of this method for molecular orientation have been confirmed
experimentally [36].

Nevertheless of a number of the studies on the molecular orientation,
the experimentally obtained degrees of molecular orientation have been still
modest. That was due to the presence of many different rotational states
in the initial sample. When a field for molecular orientation is applied to
sample molecules, some of rotational states are oriented one way and the
other states are oriented the other way, which makes the degree of orientation
of the molecular sample much lower than that of certain one rotational state.

In 2009, in order to achieve strong degrees of orientation, rotational-state-
selection techniques have been employed. State-selected NO molecules by a
hexapole focuser have been oriented with a combination of electrostatic and
impulsive laser fields [37]. While the hexapole focuser can be employed for
symmetric top molecules, a molecular deflector generating “two wire field”
have been used for the state-selection of large asymmetric top molecules [38,
39]. They have oriented state-selected iodobenzene molecules prepared with
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the molecular deflector and demonstrated the usefulness of the state-selection
technique for a high degree of orientation.

In recent years, on the other hand, with the advance of the THz laser
pulse techniques, molecular orientation techniques using THz laser pulses
also have been demonstrated. [40, 41].

1.3 Topic 1 : Laser-field-free alignment and

orientation of large asymmetric top molecules

We have achieved laser-field-free orientation of iodobenzene molecules state-
selected by a molecular deflector, and we have numerically explored their
rotational dynamics. Not only the small linear molecules but also much
larger molecules, which are often asymmetric top molecules, have been an
active subject of research. The alignment and orientation of asymmetric top
molecules are relatively not easy to achieve in the (laser-) field-free condition
than other molecules with much simpler structures like linear and symmetric
top molecules, which is attributed to the complex rotational spectrum of the
asymmetric top molecules. Thus, the experimental achievements have been
accompanied by theoretical efforts to estimate and understand their unique
rotational spectrum and dynamics.

A lot of studies of field-free molecular alignment and orientation are re-
stricted on the molecules with simpler structures. On the other hand, when
we focus our attention to large asymmetric top molecules, there has been
a long history of the associated studies. It have been reported that the
rotational dynamics of asymmetric top molecules irradiated with impulsive
laser pulse are qualitatively different with that of other simpler molecules
[42, 43]. They have shown experimentally and theoretically that the rota-
tional dynamics of asymmetric molecules sensitively depend both on intensity
and fluence of laser pulses applied. On the other hand, three dimensional
alignment of asymmetric top molecules have been reported by using a train
of short laser pulses [44]. Also, there have been other studies on theory of
field-free three dimensional alignment [45, 46].

However, samples of oriented asymmetric top molecules are mainly cre-
ated in the presence of laser-field. A combination of a laser pulse and a weak
static electric field method have been demonstrated for the orientation of
asymmetric top molecules in the presence of the combined field [38, 39]. For
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three dimensional alignment in the presence of a linearly polarized laser field,
a method of using long and short pulses are reported [47, 48].

Even though the availability of the controlled asymmetric top molecules
in the presence of the laser field have allowed experiments such as spec-
troscopy [49], photoelectron angular distribution [50, 51], we can expect
that development of the field-free orientation technique of asymmetric top
molecules can fuel the progress of research area such as photoelectron angular
distribution and high-harmonic generation.

One of purposes of the present thesis is to demonstrate an experimental
technique to achieve laser-field-free orientation of large molecules. We have
employed plasma shutter technique to achieve strong degree of orientation
of iodobeozene molecules in the laser-field-free condition. At least, we can
expect the experimentally achievable the highest degrees of alignment and
orientation in the field-free condition are accomplished by using the plasma
shutter technique. Molecules controlled by slow turn on of laser field can be
kept in the laser-field-free condition just after the rapid turn off of the laser
field, as it is shown in Chapter 5.

Furthermore, since we have experimentally found that the generated
wave-packets of iodobenzene molecules show unique temporal dynamics, we
have explored the plentiful underlying physics with numerical studies in
Chapter 6.

1.4 Topic 2 : Completely field-free orienta-

tion of linear molecules

Recently, many studies on field-free molecular orientation of linear molecules
have reported. This section is dedicated for a brief review of several promis-
ing methods of field-free molecular orientation of linear molecules, and we
compare them with our method.

In order to orient polar molecules, external potential must be asymmet-
ric upon the inversion. For making the driving field for field-free orientation,
two techniques based on all optical approaches have been proposed. One ap-
proach of field-free orientation is usage of two-color pulses [29, 55]. Two laser
pulses whose optical frequencies are ω and 2ω can generate an asymmetric
potential for the molecular orientation, if the relative phase between the ω
and the 2ω is appropriately controlled. And another approach is based on
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Figure 1.2: Energy shifts (left) and degrees of orientation (right) of several
low-lying rotational states of OCS molecule exposed to an electrostatic field.

Figure 1.3: Numerically calculated time evolutions of < cos θ > (upper pan-
els) and < cos2 θ > (lower panels) of OCS molecules. A half cycle pulse
applied at each panels is given by equation 1.1.

THz pulses. Since single or half-cycle terahertz pulse have non-zero dipole
interaction over the optical cycle, molecular orientation techniques based on
interaction between electric field of THz pulse and dipole of of the molecule
have been studied [40, 41].

On the other hand, nevertheless the progress of the orientation techniques,
there has been a crucial problem. Since some of rotational states irradiated
with external field(s) are oriented one way and the others are oriented the
other way, the degrees of orientation that we get from a group of molecules
are much lower than those from a certain rotational state.

This problem can be overcome by several approaches. Under a remarkably
strong electric field typically much stronger than 100kV/cm, it is possible to
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orient most of low lying rotational quantum states in the same direction.
Fig. 1.2 shows shifted rotational energies and degrees of orientation of OCS
molecules exposed to an electrostatic field as a function of the applied elec-
tric field. As it is shown in the Fig. 1.2, the two most low-lying quantum
states, |0, 0 > and |1, 0 >, are oriented oppositely when the electric field is
not strong enough, while they are oriented along the same direction when the
field is stronger than 100kV/cm3. Therefore, the orientation technique based
on the THz laser pulses could be a robust breakthrough to orient most of
low-lying quantum states involved in a molecular sample [60], provided the
available intensity of THz pulses is further improved. In Fig. 1.3, we summa-
rize numerical results of time evolutions of alignment and orientation of OCS
molecules exposed to a half cycle THz laser pulse, whose temporal shape is
given by 1.1. The obtained degree of alignments is still lower than 0.4 in the
numerical results, since the intensities of THz laser pulses are much weaker
than that of ultra-short laser pulses available nowadays. However, the fact
that almost of low-lying quantum states are orientated same direction gives
rise to the achieved considerable degree of orientation, 0.05∼0.1, even when
the rotational temperature is moderately high.

µE(t) =

{
µE0 sin

2(πt) (0 < t < 1ps)

0, (otherwise)
(1.1)

As another way to overcome the problem associated with initial state de-
pendence of molecular orientation, recently, a theoretical proposal to control
the rotational wave packet and to enhance the achievable degrees orientation
have been reported. [52]. They have shown that the degree of orientation can
be significantly enhanced by using a combination of one-color and two-color
laser pulses. Following the theoretical proposal, molecular sample even with
a high rotational temperature have been strongly oriented compared to when
it is oriented by only an ultrashort two-color laser field. [58, 59].

While the two methods described above provides opportunities to perform
various experiment with the oriented molecular sample, the reported degrees
of orientation are still far from the maximum degree of orientation value that
we can expect from an ideal experimental condition. While an achievable
degree of orientation in an ideal condition is more than 0.9 (< cos θ >), the
recently reported degrees of orientation are still much lower.

3The orientation based on strong electrostatic field on the order of 100 kV/cm is the
brute force orientation technique.
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Figure 1.4: Numerically calculated time evolutions of < cos θ > of OCS
molecules. (a) is a result observed when only a two-color laser pulse is applied
at 0 ps . (b) is a result with both one-color and the two-color pulses are
applied at 0 ps and 61.5, respectively. For the results shown in each panels,
the total intensity of two-color laser pulse is 5.2 × 1013W/cm2, the pulse
width 70 fs (FWHM) and the ω-to-2ω intensity ratio three. The intensity
of the one-color laser pulse is 4.2× 1013W/cm2 and the pulse width is 85 fs
(FWHM). The results are calculated under 3 K of rotational temperature.

As a method to accomplish the strongest degree of molecular orientation
in the field-free condition, we describe a method, which is another main
theme of the present thesis. Our recipe for the orientation is applying two-
color laser pulse shaped by plasma shutter to state-selected molecules. When
we consider a molecule in a single rotational-quantum state, the achievable
maximum degree of orientation is achieved when the interaction is purely
adiabatic, while the achievable degrees of alignment do not critically depend
on the interaction time scale. However, the oriented molecules by a laser
pulse with a long duration exist as field-dressed states. To make field-free,
strong molecular orientation of a single rotational-quantum-state, we apply
plasma shutter technique for making a two-color laser pulse with a slow turn
on and a rapid turn off. The field-dressed rotational states which is oriented
with an extremely high degree of orientation can be transferred into field-
free condition by the rapid turn off. In our recipe, problem associated with
the initial rotational state dependence of orientation is overcome by using
state-selected molecules.

Let us compare our method with the other one using combination of
one-color and two-color ultra-short laser pulses. In Fig. 1.4, we show a
set of numerical results illustrating the significant enhancement of degree
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Figure 1.5: Numerically calculated time evolutions of < cos θ > of OCS
molecules. The same with the Fig. 1.4 (b) but the the rotational temperature
is 0 K.

of orientation accomplished by the combination of an one-color and a two-
color laser pulses. When only two-color laser pulse is irradiated Fig. 1.4(a),
near the half of the rotational period of the molecule 41 ps the isolated
contributions from the odd- and even-J initial states to the orientation are
strong. However, since phase of the two contributions does not match, the
total degree of orientation at the half-revival 41 ps is nearly zero. In contrast,
when the two-color pulse irradiation is preceded by one-color irradiation with
a delay of 3/4 of the rotational period, the contribution from the odd-J states
is suppressed, which give rise to a pronounced total orientation [52]. This
approach has opened up the experimental opportunities to use well oriented
molecular sample in the field-free condition.

On the other hand, further strong degrees of orientation can be expected if
molecular sample includes only a single or several initial rotational states and
they are oriented adiabatically by a long laser pulse rather than impulsively
by ultra-short laser pulses. In Fig 1.6, we show numerical result of field-free
orientation obtained by two-color laser pulse with a slow turn-on and a rapid
turn off. Our method based on a laser pulse shaped to be slowly turned on
and rapidly turned off gives rise to much higher degrees of orientation when
the initial rotational temperature is low. This is because in the orientation
process, non-adiabatic transition between a pair of states which oriented
oppositely results in the decrease of accomplished degree orientation. As
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Figure 1.6: Numerically calculated time evolutions of < cos θ > of OCS
molecules exposed to a two-color laser pulse with a slow turn on and a rapid
turn off. (a) shows the time evolution on the rising part of the laser field,
while (b) shows that after the rapid turn off of the laser field. The peak
intensities of the ω and 2ω is same as 1.5 × 1011W/cm2. The pulse widths
(HWHM) on the rising part are 6 ns and 3 ns for the ω and 2ω, respectively.
The degrees of orientation are averaged over thermal ensembles with several
differnet rotation temperatures.

that is shown in Fig. 1.5, the achievable degree of orientation with the
orientation technique based on the ultra-short laser pulse does not give rise
to a very pronounced degree of orientation for a single rotational state. Thus,
the method with the shaped two-color laser pulse works as an unique tool
for accomplishing the strongest orientation of molecules if it is applied to a
molecular sample including one or several rotational quantum states, while
the method based on the combination of a one-color and a two-color pulses
is advantageous in that it can be used for molecular sample with relatively
high-rotational temperature.

Our achievement of field-free orientation of OCS molecules is given in
Chapter 7.

1.5 Outline of this thesis

This thesis consists of 9 chapters. The present Chapter is dedicated for the
introduction.

In Chapter 2, theoretical background of molecules, ranging from the sim-
plest linear molecule to the most general asymmetric top molecule, and their
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interactions with external fields are reviewed.
Chapter 3 is dedicated for describing “time-dependent unitary transfor-

mation method” that is employed for our numerical studies.
In Chapter 4, we describe all about the experimental set-ups and used

methods.
Chapter 5 presents the most notable results including laser-field-free ori-

entation of state-selected asymmetric top molecules. In Chapter 6, with
the time-dependent unitary transformation method, we mainly explore ro-
tational dynamics of asymmetric top molecules exposed to a combination of
electrostatic field and laser field with a slow turn on and a rapid turn off.

In Chapter 7, we describe our experimental results of field-free orientation
and discuss the results with numerical demonstrations.

In Chapter 8, we summarize the present studies and discuss the outlook.
Chapter 9 is dedicated for Appendix.
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Chapter 2

Theoretical background of the
quantum description of a rigid
rotor exposed to external fields

In this chapter, we describe the theoretical background of a rigid-rotor model
for understanding rotational dynamics of molecules. The theoretical descrip-
tion of this chapter is restricted within the Born-Oppenheimer approximation
and we focus our attention on the nuclear dynamics of molecule since the ap-
plied external fields we consider are not so strong to cause the ionization of
molecules. Furthermore, for simplicity we assume that vibrational and rota-
tional motions can be adiabatically separated even though the rovibrational
coupling by an external field is also an interesting field of research.1 The
rovibrational coupling, however, is not so crucial when we consider molecular
sample cold enough. Through the present chapter, we confine the attention
to a rigid-rotor model which allows us to explore the angular distributions
of molecules adequately. The rigid-rotor model can well reproduce a lot of
experimental results of molecular alignment and orientation.

Parameterization of rotations by Euler angles

First, the way to define any finite rotation must be reviewed to be self-
contained. Any finite rotation can be uniquely specified by giving three

1The coupling of vibrational and rotational motion of heteronuclear diatomic molecule
exposed to an external homogeneous and static electric field have been studied [53, 54].
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Figure 2.1: Euler angles ϕ, θ, and χ relating the two different coordinate
systems

parameters. A useful and general description is achieved by introducing the
three Euler angles ϕ, θ, and χ shown in figure 2.1. The Euler angles should be
regarded as defining a prescription whereby a coordinate system F = XY Z
can be made to coincide with another coordinate system g = xyz by three
successive finite rotations [76].

1. A counterclockwise rotation ϕ about Z, the vertical axis. This carries
the Y axis into the line of nodes N .

2. A counterclockwise rotation θ about the line of nodes N . This carries
the Z axis into the z axis (the figure axis of the coordinate system g).

3. A counterclockwise rotation χ about z, the figure axis. This carries the
line of nodes N into the y axis.

In the quantum mechanics, an operator for arbitrary rotation of system
about n̂ by an angle a can be expressed as

Rn(a) = exp(−iaJ · n̂), (2.1)

where J is an angular momentum operator. Thus, the above prescription
specified by the three Euler angles express

R(ϕ, θ, χ) = exp(−iχJ · n̂χ) exp(−iθJ · n̂θ) exp(−iϕJ · n̂ϕ)
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= exp(−iχJz) exp(−iθJN) exp(−iϕJZ). (2.2)

A unitary transformation U carries an operator Q into UQU−1. Hence

exp(−iθJN) = exp(−iϕJZ) exp(−iθJY ) exp(−iϕJZ),

exp(−iχJz) = exp(−iθJN) exp(−iχJZ) exp(−iθJN). (2.3)

By substituting Eq.(2.3) and Eq.(2.3) into Eq.(2.2), R(ϕ, θ, χ) can be de-
scribed with angular momentum operators only referred to the F coordinate
system.

R(ϕ, θ, χ) = exp(−iϕJZ) exp(−iθJY ) exp(−iχJZ) (2.4)

Any rotational transformation of coordinate in the three dimensional
space, thus, can be expressed by the Eq.(2.2) or (2.3). We note that this
Unitary transformation can be expressed as a matrix. Let an arbitrary vec-
tor have the Cartensian component (X,Y, Z) in the space-fixed frame and
the Cartesian component (x, y, z) in the molecule-fixed frame. Following the
prescription for making a coordinate transformation described and consider-
ing the geometric interpretation, the three steps− exp(−iϕJZ), exp(−iθJN),
exp(−iχJz)- are denoted by following matrices.

 x′

y′

z′

 = − exp(−iϕJZ)

 X
Y
Z

 =

 cosϕ sinϕ 0
− sinϕ cosϕ 0

0 0 1

 X
Y
Z


 x′′

y′′

z′′

 = − exp(−iθJN)

 x′

y′

z′

 =

 cos θ 0 − sin θ
0 1 0

sin θ 0 cos θ

 x′

y′

z′


 x

y
z

 = − exp(−iχJz)

 x′′

y′′

z′′

 =

 cosχ sinχ 0
− sinχ cosχ 0

0 0 1

 x′′

y′′

z′′

 (2.5)

The above coordinate frames (x′, y′, z′), (x′′, y′′, z′′) and (x, y, z) are rep-
resent the coordinate frames after the rotations exp(−iϕJZ), exp(−iθJN),
and exp(−iχJz) respectively. Therefore, the molecule-fixed (x, y, z) and the
space-fixed (X, Y, Z) frames are connected by the relations shown below.
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 x
y
z

 =

 cϕ cθ cχ− sϕ sχ sϕ cθ cχ+ cϕ sχ −sθ cχ
−cϕ cθ sχ− sϕ cχ −sϕ cθ sχ+ cϕ cχ sθ sχ

cϕ sθ sϕ sθ cθ

 X
Y
Z


(2.6)

and

 X
Y
Z

 =

 cϕ cθ cχ− sϕ sχ −cϕ cθ sχ− sϕ cχ cϕ sθ
sϕ cθ cχ+ cϕ sχ −sϕ cθ sχ+ cϕ cχ sϕ sθ

−sθ cχ sθ sχ cθ

 x
y
z

 ,

(2.7)
where c and s stand for cos and sin, respectively. These relations of

the two coordinate frames are utilized for deriving interaction Hamiltonians
discussed in the following section.

2.1 Hamiltonians

In this section, we overview interaction Hamiltonians for molecular alignment
and orientation with our attention focused on the rigid-rotor model.

2.1.1 Field-free Hamiltonian and its eigenstates

The Hamiltonian for the rotational motion of a free rigid rotor is

Hrot = AJ2
a +BJ2

b + CJ2
c , (2.8)

where a,b,and c are the molecular-fixed axes and A, B, and C are the corre-
sponding rotational constants (A ≥ B ≥ C). In the case of an oblate sym-
metric top (A = B > C) molecule and a prolate symmetric top (A > B = C)
molecule,

Hrot = AJ2 + (C − A)J2
z (2.9)

and
Hrot = CJ2 + (A− C)J2

z , (2.10)

respectively. For a linear molecule the field-free Hamiltonian is written with
only one rotational constant B,

Hrot = BJ2. (2.11)
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Figure 2.2:

In the case of the linear molecule illustrated in figure 2.2 (a), the total
rotational energy is proportional to the square of total angular momentum
Ĵ2. Thus, Spherical harmonics |J,M >, the eigenstates of the operator Ĵ2

are eigenstates of the free rotational states of a linear rigid rotor.
On the other hand, eigenstates of an asymmetric top (figure 2.2 (c))

molecule is a linear combination of elements of Wigner-D-matrix, which are
eigenstates of symmetric top (figure 2.2 (b)) molecule. We look to the de-
scription of the rotational wave function of an asymmetric and a symmetric
top molecule [76].

ψJM is an eigenfunction of the field-free Hamiltonian Hrot with the eigen-
value EJM , the square of the total angular momentum operator J2 with an
eigenvalue J(J +1), and the the component of a space-fixed axis of the total
angular momentum JZ with an eigenvalue M .

When a rotation R1 = (ϕ1, θ1, χ1) is applied to the system, ψJM will be
transformed into ψ′

JM according to

ψ′
JM = ψJM(ϕ− ϕ1, θ − θ1, χ− χ1)

= R1ψJM(ϕ, θ, χ) =
∑
M ′

DJ
M ′M(ϕ1, θ1, χ1)ψJM ′(ϕ, θ, χ), (2.12)

where DJ
M ′M is the rotation matrix which corresponds to the rotation R1.

By setting ϕ1 = ϕ, θ1 = θ, and χ1 = χ, Eq. (2.12) reads
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ψJM(0, 0, 0) =
∑
M ′

DJ
M ′M(ϕ, θ, χ)ψJM ′(ϕ, θ, χ). (2.13)

Then we multiply both sides of this equation by DJ∗

M ′′M(ϕ, θ, χ) and sum
over the index M . From the unitarity of the rotation matrices, we find∑

M

DJ∗

M ′′M(ϕ, θ, χ)ψJM(0, 0, 0)

=
∑
M

∑
M ′

DJ∗

M ′′M(ϕ, θ, χ)DJ
M ′M(ϕ, θ, χ)ψJM ′(ϕ, θ, χ)

=
∑
M ′

δM ′M ′′ψJM ′(ϕ, θ, χ)

= ψJM ′′(ϕ, θ, χ) (2.14)

Changing M ′′ to M and M to K, we obtain

ψJM(ϕ, θ, χ) =
∑
K

DJ∗

MK(ϕ, θ, χ)ψJK(0, 0, 0). (2.15)

Therefore, the general wave function for an asymmetric top rigid rotor (Fig.
2.2 (c)) is a linear combination of rotational matrices (Wigner-D-matrix).
Besides, when the rigid rotor has an axis of symmetry (Fig. 2.2 (b)), an
arbitrary rotation about this axis must leave the probability amplitude |ψJM |
unchanged. Hence, we require ψJM(ϕ, θ, χ) to be the same up to a phase
factor for a rotation about the axis z through the angle χ. On the other
hand, the rotation matrix DJ∗

MK is proportinal to eiKχ. This means a wave
function having a symmetric axis must proportional to a rotation matrix.
Thus the wave function of a symmetric top(Fig. 2.2 (b)) is proportional to
a rotation matrix,

DJ∗

MK ≡< J,K| exp(−iϕJZ) exp(−iθJY ) exp(−iχJZ)|J,M > . (2.16)

2.1.2 Interaction Hamiltonians

Generally speaking, the field-free rotational quantum states are not isotropic.
However, a group of molecules in the field-free condition is isotropic. For
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molecular alignment and orientation, a formation of broad rotational super-
position over the field-free states with different J values is a necessary condi-
tion. The interaction Hamiltonians for making the molecular alignment and
orientation are reviewed in this subsection.

Considering the systems where molecules exposed to both an electrostatic
field and a nonresonant laser field, the interaction Hamiltonian stemming
from the external fields can be written by

Hinteraction = −
∑
I

µIE
I(t)− 1

2!

∑
IJ

αIJE
I(t)EJ(t)− 1

3!

∑
IJK

βIJKE
I(t)EJ(t)EK(t)−. . . ,

(2.17)
where µ is a permanent dipole moment tensor, α a component of a polar-

izability tensor and β a hyperpoarizability tensor. I, J,K denote the space-
fixed coordinates X,Y, Z. Here, the electric field, EI(t), is a sum of electro-
static field EI

static and laser field EI
ω(t).

The interaction Hamiltonian that plays a crucial role in a laser-field-
induced molecular alignment is the second term of 2.17. However, because
the term Halignment has the inversion symmetry along the polarization of the
one-color laser field, the ”head versus tail” order confinement, referred as
orientation, does not come true in the same way as alignment. When the
one-color field alignment interaction and a weak permanent dipole inter-
action are simultaneously applied to molecules, molecular orientation much
stronger than that induced only from an electrostatic field is achieved [24, 25].
In contrast, without the electrostatic field, owing to the interaction by hy-
perpolarizability, molecular orientation is achieved when a two-color field is
applied [29]. The oriented state of molecules can be made also by irradi-
ating laser pulse whose optical frequency is much lower than the inverse of
rotational period of molecule [56]. The first term in 2.17, which is much
larger than the other terms in this case, contributes to both alignment and
orientation.

Interaction of the permanent dipole

The permanent dipole interaction Vµ = −µIE
I(t) is composed by an nonzero

term, µIE
I
static, and the component µIE

I
ω(t) which vanishes when it is aver-

aged over the optical cycle if the oscillation frequency ω is far removed from
any molecular resonance and much higher than the rotational frequency of the
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molecule. When the molecule has a pair of electronic states resonant with the
frequency ω, the laser-field attributes to the formation of a broad coherent-
rotational-wave-packet constituting molecular alignment via the dipole inter-
action.

The components of the permanent dipole in the laboratory-fixed frame
µI are related to its molecule-fixed components µi through the relation of
2.7. We set the electrostatic field to be involved in the laboratory-fixed XZ
plane and tilted from the Z axis by the angle β. Assuming the permanent
dipole of molecule has only molecule-fixed z component, the interaction term
is denoted as∑

I

µIE
I(t) = |E|(t)(cos β cos θ + sin β cosϕ sin θ)µz. (2.18)

Interaction of the polarizability

On the other hand, the interaction Hamiltonian with the polarizablity, the
second term of 2.17, can be written in the molecule-fixed frame by,

Halignment = −
1

2

∑
ij

αijE
i
ω(t)E

j
ω(t). (2.19)

The other terms multiplied by Estatic in (2.17) is not denoted since they are
negligible because the laser-field is much stronger than the electrostatic field
in conceivable experimental conditions. When we consider a molecule whose
permanent dipole moment is parallel to the molecule-fixed z-axis, the polar-
izability tensor in the molecule-fixed frame αij must be a diagonal matrix to
satisfy the plus-minus inversion symmetries over the x and y coordinates.

Let us consider a laser-field linearly polarized along the laboratory-fixed
Z axis (0, 0, E(t) cosωt). The molecule-fixed components of the laser field,
Ei in Eq. (2.19), are related to its laboratory-fixed components EI by the
realtion of 2.6. Then, the Hamiltonian is given by

Halignment = −
1

4
E(t)2(αxx sin

2 θ cos2 χ+ αyy sin
2 θ sin2 χ+ αzz cos

2 θ) (2.20)

=
1

4
E(t)2(αzx cos2 θ + αyx sin2 θ sin2 χ+ αxx), (2.21)

where αij ≡ αii − αjj. The rapidly oscillating terms are averaged over the
optical cycles. The constant term αxx is omitted in a lot of papers since
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it just introduce an energy shift to the system. When we consider a linear
and a symmetric top molecule, the Hamiltonian is χ independent since the
polarizabilities satisfy αxx = αyy. Then the Hamiltonian is given by

1

4
E(t)2((α∥ − α⊥) cos

2 θ), (2.22)

with α∥ and α⊥ are the polarizability components parallel and perpendicular
to the molecular axis respectively.

With a laser-field circularly polarized in the laboratory-fixed XY plane
E = (E(t) cosωt, E(t) sinωt, 0), the Hamiltonian is written as

−1

8
E(t)2(αxx(cos

2 θ cos2 χ+ sin2 χ) + αyy(cos
2 θ sin2 χ+ cos2 χ) + αzz sin

2 θ)

(2.23)

=
1

8
E(t)2(αzx cos2 θ + αyx sin2 θ sin2 χ− αyy − αzz). (2.24)

When we confine our attention to a linear or a symmetric top molecule, the
term is reduced in a simple form denoted below.

Halignment =
1

8
E(t)2(α∥ − α⊥) cos

2 θ. (2.25)

Similarly with the case of linear polarization to the Z axis, circular polariza-
tion induces a alignment to the molecule. The χ dependent term included in
the linear and circular polarization cases indicates the confinement of rota-
tion around the molecule-fixed Z axis, even though the motion in χ can not
be controlled independently to the θ.

Interaction of the hyperpolarizablilty

When a laser field and its second harmonic field are simultaneously applied,
the third order interaction term contributes to molecular orientation [29]. A
molecule symmetric upon the plus-minus inversions along the molecule-fixed
x and y axises has βijk, the hyper polarizability tensor of the molecule which
follows the same symmetry condition. To satisfy the inversion symmetry,
the elements of β must be zero if the subscripts have odd number of x or y.
Let us consider the electric field of two-color laser field, (0, 0, Eω(t) cosωt +
E2ω(t) cos(ωt+ϕ)) , linearly polarized along the laboratory-fixed Z axis with
the relative phase ϕ. By focusing our attention on linear and symmetric top
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molecules, the interaction Hamiltonian by the two-color laser field is given
by

Htwo−color = (2.26)

−1

4
[Eω(t)

2 + E2ω(t)
2](α∥ − α⊥) cos

2 θ (2.27)

−1

8
[cosϕEω(t)

2E2ω(t)][(β∥ − 3β⊥) cos
3 θ + 3β⊥ cos θ], (2.28)

where β∥ is βzzz and β⊥ represents all other nonzero components.

2.2 Symmetry configurations of Hamiltoni-

ans and their eigenstates

When we solve a Schrödinger equation, the symmetry of the Hamiltonian
imposes some limitations to the wavefunction they must obey to. Dividing
the Hamiltonian into independent subsystems possessing different symmetry
conditions is advantageous in that we can reduce the calculation costs and
distinguish quantum states explicitely. In a lot of numerical calculations
for a relatively complicated system of molecules, symmetry properties play
a crucial role. In this section, we denote symmetry of an asymmetric top
molecule in various field conditions.

2.2.1 Field-free condition

While linear and symmetric top molecules have trivial eigenstates which are
spherical harmornics and Wigner D-matrix respectively, a wave function of
an asymmetric top molecule, which is a linear superposition of eigenstates
of a symmetric top molecule, can not be obtained analitically. To obtain
eigenstates of an asymmetric top molecule with a computational method, it
is convenient to take into account symmetry of the Hamiltonian.

The rotational Hamiltonian obviously has the property that a rotation
by 180◦ about a, b, c axes leaves the Hamiltonian unchanged. Then, express-
ing this condition in a language of the group theory, any wave function of
the system belongs to the point group V (a, b, c). In other words, the opera-
tions denoted by Ca

2 , C
b
2, C

c
2, and the identity E commute with the rotational
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symmetry E Ca
2 Cb

2 Cc
2

A 1 1 1 1
Ba 1 1 -1 -1
Bb 1 -1 -1 -1
Bc 1 -1 -1 1

Table 2.1: Character table of the Four-group V (a, b, c). [76]

Hamiltonian2. Therefore, the eigenstates of the Hamiltonian can be chosen
as eigenstates of the symmetry operations. Since states possessing different
eigenvalues of the symmetry operations are not mixed with each other, we can
divide a full basis set into several subgroups according to their eigenvalues
of the symmetry operations.

A character table of the four-group operators is given in table 2.1. Wave
functions that belong to symmetry species A are symmetric under all four
operations. Symmetry species Ba corresponds to wave functions that are
symmetric with respect to rotation by 180◦ about the a-axis and antisym-
metric with respect to rotations about b and c. Likewise, wave functions
belonging to Bb(Bc) are symmetric with respect to rotations about b(c) and
antisymmetric with respect to the rotations about the other two principal
axes. Owing to the symmetry of the system, we can deal with each group
independently by selecting an appropriate basis set.

Instead of |JKM >, we employ an asymmetry basis set constructed from
linear combinations of |J±KM > that can be expressed as |JKMs >, which
is defined for K ̸= 0 as

|JKMs >=
1√
2
[|JKM > +(−1)s|J −KM >], (2.29)

where we may take s = 0 or 1, and for K = 0

|J0Ms >= (−1)s|J0M >= |J0M > . (2.30)

This basis set, Wang basis, is invariant under the four-symmetry opera-
tions, whereas the Wigner D matrix is not, as shown below,

2In the present thesis, we assign the molecule fixed frame (x, y, z) to (a, b, c), followng
a general way for expressing prolate-like asymmetric top molecule. For expressing oblate-
like asymmetric top or oblate top molecule, the molecule fixed frame (x, y, z) is assigned
to (b, c, a) in general.
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Transformations
Operation ϕ θ χ

Cz
2 ϕ→ ϕ θ → θ χ→ χ− π

Cy
2 ϕ→ ϕ− π θ → π − θ χ→ −χ

Cx
2 ϕ→ ϕ− π θ → π − θ χ→ π − χ

σXZ ϕ→ 2π − ϕ θ → θ χ→ 2π − χ
CX(π) ϕ→ 2π − ϕ θ → π − θ χ→ π + χ
Cα

⊥2(π) ϕ→ 2α− ϕ θ → π − θ χ→ χ+ π
CZδ ϕ→ ϕ+ δ θ → θ χ→ χ

Table 2.2: Action of the symmetry operations on the Euler angles [86]. Eu-
ler angles ϕ, θ and χ relate the space-fixed (X, Y, Z) and the molecule-fixed
(x, y, z) frames [76].

Cx
2 |J,K,M >= (−1)J+K |J,−K,M >

Cy
2 |J,K,M >= (−1)J |J,−K,M >

Cz
2 |J,K,M >= (−1)K |J,K,M >

(2.31)

Cx
2 |J,K,M, s >w= (−1)J+K+s|J,K,M, s >

Cy
2 |J,K,M, s >w= (−1)J+s|J,K,M, s >

Cz
2 |J,K,M, s >w= (−1)K |J,K,M, s > .

(2.32)

These characteristics can be verified by operating each Four-group op-
erators, denoted in Table 2.2, to the rotational matrix . Using the Wang
states as a basis set, we can divide the field-free rotational Hamiltonian into
four sub-matrices that contain only wave functions of the same symmetry
according to the parity of K and s.

HWang
rot := X̃HrotX = E++O++E−+O− = HA+HBa +HBb

+HBc . (2.33)

Generally, the eigenstates are labeled by JK−1,K1 , where K−1 is the value
of |K| in the limit of a prolate top (A > B = C) and K1 is the value of
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|K| in the limit of an oblate top (A = B > C). K−1 is associated with a
rotation about the a axis and K1, the c axis. Then the four symmetry group
designations may be identified with the (even, odd) parity of the K−1K1 pair.
The relations between the parity and the symmetry group is shown 2.34.

Since we assign the molecule fixed frame (x, y, z) to (a, b, c) in the present
thesis, for a given quantum number J the quasi quantum number K−1 repre-
sents the strength of rotational motion around the molecule-fixed z(a) axis.
And τ ≡ K−1 −K1 represents the energy order of the states with a same J
value3. Some rotational energies of asymmetric top molecules with various
rotational constants are shown in Fig. 2.3.

A←→ ee

Ba ←→ oe

Bb ←→ oo

Bc ←→ eo (2.34)

As a reference, calculated rotational energies of iodobenzene molecule,
whose A = 5669, B = 750.4 and C = 662.6(MHz) are given in appendix
of the master’s thesis [66]. Because of its small rotational constants B and
C, rotational cooling down to 1 K still leaves the molecular ensemble of
iodobenzene distributed over a considerable number of states.

2.2.2 Parallel field condition

We described in the section 2.1 that the symmetry of the field-free Hamilto-
nian of an asymmetric top rotor consists of three two-fold rotation around
the principle axis of the molecule, which denotes the field-free Hamiltonian
commutes with the operators of Cx

2 , C
y
2 , C

z
2 - expressed in Table 2.2.

For an asymmetric top molecule subject to an electrostatic field along the
space-fixed Z axis, or both the electrostatic and linearly polarized laser fields
parallel to the same space-fixed Z axis, there are three symmetry operators
which commute with the field-dressed Hamiltonian excepting the identity
operator. Those are two-fold rotation around the molecule-fixed z-axis C2

z ,
the rotation around the space-fixed Z axis CZ(δ), and the reflection in any
plane including the Z axis Cα

⊥2(π) [86]. Here we consider a symmetry opera-
tion, the reflection in the XZ plane σZX , as a representative of the reflection

3It is possible to label the energy levels by τ ≡ K−1 −K1 [76].
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Figure 2.3: Rotational energies of asymmetric top molecule. A and C are
fixed as A = 5, C = 3. (2B−A−C)

(A−C)
ranges between -1 for a prolate top (B = C)

and +1 for oblate top (A = B)

operation Cα
⊥2(π) , because the system in the parallel fields along the Z axis

is cylindrically symmetric around the Z axis. The symmetry operations onto
the Wigner D-matrix elements are summarized below.

Cz
2 |J,K,M >= (−1)K |J,K,M >

σXZ |J,K,M >= (−1)M+K |J,−K,−M > .

(2.35)

Both the quantum numbersM andK change their parity by the reflection
σXZ . Then, we use an expanded Wang basis set instead of the Wang basis set
because the latter is not a good basis set in the parallel field condition. The
definition of the expanded Wang basis set for our calculation and the result of
the symmetry operations onto the elements of the basis set are summarized
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below.

|J,K,M, s, p >≡
1√
2
|J,K,M, s >w +(−1)p 1√

2
|J,K,−M, s >w, (M > 0 and p = 0, 1)

|J,K,M, s >w, (M = 0 and p = 0)

Cz
2 |J,K,M, s, p >= (−1)K |J,K,M, s, p >

σXZ |J,K,M, s, p >= (−1)M+K+p+s|J,K,M, s, p >

(2.36)

The results illustrate that the Hamiltonian can be divided into four sub-
blocks according to the parity of p + s and K. Thus, the states with M=0,
whose p=0 by definition, can be divided into four blocks according to the
parity of K and s. The quantum states with M ̸=0, whose quantum number
p+ s is odd or even, have two representations characterized by the parity of
K.

2.2.3 Tilted field condition

When the electrostatic field is not parallel to the Z axis along which the laser
field is polarized, the symmetries of the Hamiltonian are reduced much more.
Then, not only J but also M cease to be good quantum numbers. The Hamil-
tonian commutes with the Cz

2 and the reflection σXZ . Again, the expanded
Wang-basis set (2.36) can be utilized as a basis-set. The wave function can
be divided into four subgroups according to the quantum numbers K and
M + p+ s.

2.3 Adiabatic versus Impulsive regime

2.3.1 Overview

A time scale of an interaction is need to be considered appropriately in or-
der to describe a system effectively. A quantum-mechanical system in an
eigenstate of initial Hamiltonian Ĥ(t0) reaches to a final state followed by
temporal change of the Hamiltonian. Then the modification to the final
state depends on the time during which the change takes place. Provided
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the time derivative of the Hamiltonian is always much smaller than that of
the energy gaps of eigenstates of the Hamiltonian, the process is considered
adiabatic. In that case, the modified system is characterized by eigenstate
of the corresponding time-independent Hamiltonian.

Regarding a rotational quantum state exposed to an external potential,
it is required that the temporal variation is much slower than the rotational
period of molecule for the adiabatic regime. Since gas phase molecules ro-
tate in periods of the pico second scale, a laser pulse with a few nano seconds
of pulse-width provides quasi-adiabatic interaction for controlling the rota-
tional motion. Interaction induced by static field to molecules in a supersonic
molecular beam is another example of the adiabatic process.

On the other hand, when the interaction time scale is much shorter than
the rotational period of molecule, the interaction is considered as impulsive,
and the time evolution of the initial quantum state is determined by the
temporally integrated strength of interaction rather than the detailed tem-
poral shape of the interaction. There are several reported method to describe
the time evolution of the rotational wave-packet without directly solving the
time-dependent Shrödinger equation [13, 16].

The middle of the adiabatic and the impulsive regime also frequently takes
place in actual experiments [33, 32]. In this case, solving the time dependent
Shrödinger equation sometimes takes too much of calculating cost. An effec-
tive method developed originally for successfully describing the intermediate
regime is described in Chapter 3.

2.3.2 Adiabatic regime

If the interaction is fully adiabatic, the wave functions are the correspond-
ing eigenstates of the time-dependent Hamiltonian at any moment. One
can completely describe the wave function by solving the time-independent
Schrödinger equation (TISE).

The adiabatic regime has been numerically explored in many researches.
Theoretical studies of the rotational spectrum of linear molecule in the pres-
ence of adiabatically applied combined electrostatic and non-resonant laser
fields have been reported in earlier time [24, 25]. In recent years, the de-
tailed studies on rotational spectrum of symmetric-top and asymmetric-top
molecules exposed to the combined electrostatic and nonresonant radiative
fields are reported [88, 86]. In their studies of symmetric and asymmet-
ric top molecules, the time-independent Schrödinger equations are solved by
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considering the symmetry properties. .

2.3.3 Impulsive regime

In 1999, the early period of researches on molecular alignment, it had been
reported that impulsively applied strong-field-interaction can generate a ro-
tational wave packets after the impulsive interaction, which allows molecular
alignment in the field-free conditions [11, 16]. The impulsive nature of the
excitation is brought when that the pulse is much shorter than the rotational
period of the molecule. The impulsive ”kick” transfers angular momentum
to the molecules sets them into angular motions in the direction of the “kick”
once field-free. Many theoretical descriptions to successfully deal with this
regime have been reported.

One important fact we notice from many theoretical description is that
the detailed shape of an applied short laser pulse is not important for entire
dynamics of molecules. Only the temporally integrated value of interac-
tion

∫
f(t)dt, the action, determine the rotational dynamics of the molecules

rather than the detailed shape of the f(t), which ensures the “time-dependent
unitary transformation method” described in Chapter 3.
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Chapter 3

Time-dependent unitary
transformation method

We explain a useful numerical method in this chapter. Traditionally, rota-
tional motion of molecule constrained by laser pulse with a few nanosecond
of pulse width is considered adiabatic. However, in actual experimental con-
ditions, purely adiabatic process does not take place and sometimes nonadi-
abatic effect plays important roles in determining the rotational dynamics of
molecules [33, 32]. In order to appropriately describe such cases where in-
teraction is neither impulsive nor purely adiabatic, we describe a numerical
method based on time-dependent unitary transformation. With the method,
we could significantly reduce calculation cost taking place when someone cal-
culates rotational dynamics of molecules over a few nanoseconds or an even
longer time.

3.1 Overview : intermediate regime and a

numerical method

In many conceivable experimental conditions, even though an interaction in-
duced by a few nanoseconds of laser pulse is close to the adiabatic regime,
non-adiabatic effect can play a crucial role for the dynamics of molecules.
For example, when the electrostatic field and the several nanoseconds of
laser field linearly polarized and tilted with the electrostatic field are applied
to the molecules, non-adiabatic transitions between eigenstates correspond-
ing to the time-independent Hamiltonian significantly take place [33]. As a
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result of the transitions, the experimental results are not successfully repro-
duced by the calculation assuming the adiabatic condition. Furthermore, in
the molecular orientation by a two-color laser field, the non-adiabatic transi-
tions between a pendular doublet - the pair of oppositely oriented and nearly
degenerated states- take place1. Thus, to understand the rotational dynam-
ics, an appropriate numerical method for describing the intermediate regime
is required. It is the recent years that the intermediate regime, where the
interaction is long compared to the rotational period of molecule but still not
enough to ensure fully adibatic interaction, start to be studied [33, 87, 32].
Here we introduce our effective and successful method to obtain a numerical
solution for the intermediate regime.

Our approach have been motivated from the several previous numerical
results illustrating that in the impulsive regime where pulse width of laser
field is much shorter than rotational period of molecule, energy fluence of laser
pulse rather than the detailed shape of the pulse is an important quantity
in determining rotational motion of molecules. Accordingly, we can flexibly
transform the shape of the pulse into a shape in order to deal with the regime
more straightforwardly. We approximate a shape of impulsive laser pulse as
a “square shaped laser pulse”. Time dependent schrödinger equation for
rotational motion of molecule exposed to “square shaped laser pulses”, even
though which is not a realistic form, can be accurately calculated by solving
time-independent Shrödinger equation. For concrete descriptions, we give
several examples.

3.1.1 Example 1 : Impulsive orientation

First, we start the discussion from the impulsive regime. Let us consider a
linear molecule irradiated with a linearly polarized HCP (Half Cycle Pulse).
The TDSE for the rotational motion of the rigid rotor is given by,

ih̄
d

dt
ψ(t) = [BĴ2 − µE(t) cos θ]ψ(t). (3.1)

Here, we use the impulsive interaction Hamiltonian whose temporal changes
are expressed by instantaneous jumping as it is shown in figure 3.1 and
equation 3.2.

1This subject is discussed in Chapter 7.
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Figure 3.1: The temporal shape of an impulsive HCP laser pulse used in the
calculation.

µE(t) =

{
µE0, (0 < t < τ)

0, (otherwise)
(3.2)

The analytic solution of equation 3.1 for a wave function ψ(t) is obvious.

ψ(t) =



exp(−i
h̄
(BĴ2)(t− t0)) · ψ(t0)

, (t <= 0)

exp(−i
h̄
(BĴ2 − µE0 cos θ)(t)) · ψ(0)

, (0 <= t <= τ)

exp(−i
h̄
(BĴ2)(t− τ)) · ψ(τ)

, (t >= τ).

(3.3)

When t < 0, the initial field-free state is preserved since it is a eigenstate of
the field-free Hamiltonian. The absolute phase factor is not important here.
The coherent wave-packet generated by the field-induced interaction can be
expressed as exp(−i

h̄
(BĴ2−µE0 cos θ)(t))·ψ(0) and exp(−i

h̄
(BĴ2)(t−τ))·ψ(τ),

when the field is being applied (0 < t < τ) and after the field has been applied
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(τ < t), respectively. Since the Hamiltonian H is time-dependent only by the
instantaneous jumping, the time dependent equation come to a set of time-
independent equations associated to each other, which allows us to express
the temporal rotational state of a molecule by

ψ(t) =


U · exp(−i

h̄
·Hdiagonal · (t))Û+ · ψ(0)

(0 <= t <= τ)

exp(−i
h̄
(BĴ2)(t− τ))ψ(τ)

(t >= τ).

(3.4)

In the (5), U is the unitary matrix diagonalizing the field-dressed Hamilto-
nian, and the corresponding diagonalized matrix is Hdiagonal ≡ Û+ · (BĴ2 −
µE0 cos θ) · Û whose elements are eigenenergies of the field-dressed Hamilto-
nian.

When the external field is applied instantaneously at t = 0, initial field-
free state is expanded by eigenstates of field-dressed Hamiltonian, then, the
each eigenstates experience phase-shifts according to the eigenenergies of the
field-dressed Hamiltonian. Finally, the phase-shift attributes to a formation
of wave-packet after it is transformed back into the field-free basis by oper-
ating the U+ at t = τ .

When the interaction time scale characterized by τ is short enough com-
pared to the rotational period molecule, the field-free rotational term BĴ2

involved in the field-dressed Hamiltonian could be neglected. Then the solu-
tion has the same form attained from the impulsive model.

Here we introduce results obtained by our approach to compare it with
that from the impulsive model 3.2. Obviously, our result is consistent with
that from the previously reported study [56]. As we describe in the subsection
“impulsive limit” in Chapter 2, the fluence of a laser pulse is an important
parameter rather than the shape of laser pulse if the pulse width is much
shorter than the rotational period of molecule.

By contrast, it is a different point between the two models that, while
the operator at the impulsive model [56] does not involve rotational term
during the field-molecule interaction, present approach takes into account
the phase-shift from not only interaction term but also free rotational term
during the interaction, which allows us to apply our model for the case where
much longer laser pulse are used.
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Figure 3.2: < cos θ > as a function of time for rotational ground state of
7Li35Cl molecule who irradiated with the square shaped laser pulse. The
E0 = 150kV/cm and τ = π/2 ps. Other constants used in the calculation
like the permanent dipole and the rotational constant of the molecule are
from Ref. [13].
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Figure 3.3: Scheme of a model for numerical simulations. The eigenstates
of field-dressed Hamiltonian at t=0 are employed as initial quantum states.
We analize the time evolution of the initial state after the rapid falling of the
laser field in the presenece of electrostatic field.

3.1.2 Example 2 : Pure adiabatic orientation followed
by rapid turn off of the laser field

To demonstrate the validity of our method, as an example we introduce
another set of results of calculations. Lets consider a molecule exposed to
parallel electrostatic field and laser field tunred on slowly and turned off
suddenly. The two basis sets representing eigenstates of the Hamiltonians
right before the sudden change and after that are obtained by diagonalizing
the corresponding Hamiltonians described below, where the two regimes are
labeled as (a) and (b), respectively.

Ĥaψa,i = Ea,iψa,i

Ĥbψb,i = Eb,iψb,i (3.5)

By assumming that the molecule is controlled with a pure adiabatic pro-
cess by the slow turn on (figure 3.3), the time evolutions after the sudden
change of Hamiltonian from (a) to (b) of an initial eigenstate denoted by (i)
can be described as
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ψa,i

(
t0 + t

)
=

∑
m

(< ψb,m||ψa,i >)ψb,me
−iEb,mt,

(3.6)

where t0 represents the time of the rapid change. The field-dressed states,
the eigenstates of the Hamiltonian (b), are used as a basis set for expanding
the initial quantum state. Time evolution after the instantaneous change
of the external field is determined by the phase relation between the field-
dressed states.

Now, the above quantum state is expressed as a superposition of an ap-
propriate basis set so that the expectation values of cos θ and cos2 θ can be
calculated analytically.

ψa,i

(
t0 + t

)
=

∑
m

(< ψb,m||ψa,i >)ψb,me
−iEb,mt

=
∑

m,h,k,n

(< h|bm,hai,k|k >)bm,n|n > e−iEb,mt

=
∑
m,h,n

(bm,hai,h)bm,n|n > e−iEb,mt

=
∑
m,n

(UaU
T
b )i,mbm,n|n > e−iEb,mt

Here |n > is an element vector of certain basis set such as Spherical
harmonics. Then, the expectation value of an operator Ô and other operators
such as cos θ and cos2 θ > are also calculated as a function of time as follows,

< Ô > (t)

=
∑

m,m′,n,n′

(UaUb
T )i,m(UaUb

T )i,m′bm,nbm′,n′

< n|Ô|n′ > e+iEb,mte−iEb,m′ t (3.7)

As another way to solve the regime, we can directly solve the TDSE. A
TDSE shown below has been solved with Runge-Kutta Method and the re-
sults are compared 3.4. In the direct TDSE shown below, an initial condition
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Figure 3.4: The temporal evolutions of < cos θ >(left) and < cos2 θ >(right)
after the sudden change of Hamiltonian. The black lines and red lines
show the results from the direct time dependent shrödinger equation and
the method based on Unitary transformation, respectively. Initial state is
a ground state of OCS molecule adiabatically controlled by 2×212W/cm2

of laser field and 800V/cm of electrostatic field. The electrostatic field and
5percent of the initial field intensity are kept applied after the rapid trunca-
tion.

is employed as the eigenstate of the Hamiltonian just before the truncation.
The falling time scale is set as 176.6 fs with half width at half maximum
(HWHM). It have been confirmed that the results from the two different
methods are consistent, which means that the 176.6 fs of finite falling time
is short enough to do not affect the time evolution of the wave-packet gener-
ated from the sufficiently long interaction [34, 36] and our numerical model
can be employed for the simulation. In other words, the 176.6 fs of impul-
sive half Gaussian pulse is too weak to influence the rotational dynamics of
initial field-dressed eigenstates. On the other hand, this 176.6fs of impulsive
interaction could not be neglected if we consider initial field-free states.

ψa,i

(
t0 + t

)
=

∑
n

ai,n|n >

ih̄ȧi,m(t0 + t) =< m|Ĥb|n > ai,n(t0 + t) (3.8)
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Figure 3.5: Scheme of a model for numerical simulations. We calculated
TDSE by asumming that a long laser pulse is composed by sequentially
lined square shaped short laser pulses.

3.1.3 Example 3 : Non-pure adiabatic orientation with
a slow turning on of laser field

When we slove the intermediate regime with taking into account non-adiabatic
effect, we assume that the applied nano second laser pulse is composed by
sequentially lined impulsive pulses. The divided step width is set around
50∼100ps, which is enough to ensure accurate calculation. Because during
the 50ps of time scale, the intensity of the several nano seconds of laser pulses
are almost unchanged. We can successfully reproduce nonadiabatic effects
reported in the references [32, 33] by this method.

3.1.4 Advantages of the numerical method

With our method, there are several advantages that we can obtain. First
of all, calculation cost for solving time-dependent Schrödinger equation for
rotational dynamics of molecules are significantly reduced. We solve the
equation for rotational motion over a few nanosecond with a computation
time 1000 times faster than that required when the equation is solved without
the time-dependent unitary transformation method.

Secondly, all the interaction regimes such as the purely adiabatic, the
impulsive, and the intermediate regimes can be calculated by single numerical
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package. From a calculated rotational state at time t

ψ =
∑

J,K,M

CJ,K,M(t)|J,K,M >, (3.9)

the expectation value of an operators denoted O is given by∑
(J,K,M)(J ′,K′,M ′)

C(t)⋆J,K,MC(t)
′
J ′,K′,M ′ < J,K,M |O|J ′, K ′,M ′ > . (3.10)

The alignment parameter < cos2 θ >, the orientation parameter < cos θ >
and the other parameters can be evaluated in the same way. In the adiabatic
condition, the expectation values can be obtained by following the Hellman-
Feynman theorem and differentiating energy-shift by normalized strength of
interaction.

Furthermore, since we can solve time-independent equations on individual
steps independently to each other, parallel calculation is possible.

Author also expects that we can investigate recipe for making best field-
free orientation of molecules by applying the present method to inverse prob-
lem.
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Chapter 4

Experimental setup and
techniques

We have used the plasma shutter technique for (laser-)field-free strong molec-
ular orientation. The achievable degrees of orientation for an initial single
rotational state are maximized when the interaction process takes place near
the adiabatic limit, which motivated us to utilize the plasma-shutter tech-
nique. The shaped laser pulse to be slowly turned on and rapidly turned off
by the plasma shutter allows the wave-packet (quasi-) adiabatically gener-
ated by the slow turn on to be transferred into the laser-field-free condition
by the rapid turn off.

Besides, we have used molecular deflector for rotational state-selection of
molecules. Considering the underlying physics of the molecular orientation,
if a single rotational state is used as a molecular sample, a remarkably strong
orientation is anticipated with the plasma shutter. However, in the thermal
ensemble of molecules, many initial quantum-states tending to be oriented in
opposite directions to each other exist together. Thus, as it had been reported
earlier [38, 39], the state-selection technique by inhomogeneous electrostatic
field can be utilized for the state-selection, leading to a strong molecular
orientation.

This chapter is dedicated for describing the experiments and the technical
methods employed. In the first section of this chapter, we describe exper-
imental setup of the vacuum chamber including the molecular deflector for
the state-selection and velocity map imaging spectrometer for observing the
molecular alignment and orientation. Also, we describe a Monte-Carlo sim-
ulation for trajectories of molecules. In subsection 4.1.3, we summarize the
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Figure 4.1: Schematic diagram of the experimental setup

results of state-selection of molecules. Experimental observations of vertical
profile of OCS molecular samples are compared with the results of trajec-
tory simulation. In the section 4.2, other important experimental setups and
techniques associated with optics are given.

4.1 Setup of the vacuum chamber

4.1.1 Overview

We describe the experimental setup for preparing rotational-quantum-state-
selected molecules and observing the angular confinement of the molecules.
The apparatus consists of three vacuum chambers the source chamber, the
deflector chamber, and the detection chamber which are pumped separately.

In the source chamber, the molecules optimally cooled by an Even-Lavie
valve with a high stagnation pressure are collimated by a 3 mm-diam skim-
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Figure 4.2: The deflector electrodes ( [75])

mer located in front of the deflector chamber. Molecules escaping through
the orifice of the valve collide frequently with the carrier gas, and adiabatic
cooling of all degrees of freedom takes place in the expansion region [78]. By
passing through the skimmer, a cold and well-collimated supersonic molecu-
lar beam is produced [77].

The supersonic molecular beam genertated in the source chamber is col-
limated again by a 1.0 mm-diam skimmer located near the entrance of the
molecular deflector. After passing through the skimmer, molecular beam en-
ters a strong inhomogeneous electric field created by a 15 cm-long molecular
deflector. The deflector electrodes create a two-wire field [80, 81, 39, 79].
(The schematic diagram of the molecular deflector and the created two-wire
field are shown in Fig.4.2 (right)). While the electric field is very homoge-
neous along the horizontal direction, the gradient of the electric field along
the vertical direction is large and nearly constant over a large area where
molecules pass through. Thus, the vertical gradient of the electrostatic field
forces each rotational quantum state to be deflected vertically according to its
Stark-energy-dependence on the field strength. In our setup, a high voltage
is applied to the rod, while the another electrode is grounded for deflecting
high-field-seeking quantum states upward. The deflected molecular beam
enters a detection chamber through another 1.5 mm-diam skimmer placed
near the exit of the molecular deflector.

In the detection area, the molecular beam is irradiated with pump and
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probe pulses at right angles by a focusing lens with the focal length of 300
mm. The focusing lens is set on a vertical translational stage to selectively ir-
radiate the laser pulses on a position of the deflected molecular beam. When
we measure the vertical profile of molecular beam to observe its deflection,
we move probe pulse to ionize the molecules and record intensities of the pro-
duced fragment ions as a function of the vertical position of the translational
stage.

In the experiment of molecular orientation, the rotationally controlled
molecules by the pump pulse are also ionized by the probe pulse. Some of
the ionized molecules are divided into fragment ions via the Coulomb ex-
plosion process. Since the ionization and the subsequent Coulomb explosion
processes take place in a very short time scale compared to that of the ro-
tational motion of molecules, we can measure the degrees of alignment and
orientation of the controlled molecules by observing the velocity distribu-
tion of the fragment ions. The velocity distributions of the fragment ions
are observed by applying an appropriate set of voltages to the electrodes of
the TOF mass spectrometer, which serve as the electrostatic lens for ions
[83, 84]. When a particular condition is met for the extractor/repeller ratio,
the fragment ions with the same initial velocity component perpendicular to
the TOF axis reach the same point on the MCP, irrespective of the initial
position of the fragment ions. A detection system which consists of an MCP
backed by a phosphor screen and a CCD camera placed behind the phosphor
screen serves as a position-sensitive detector. For selectively observing the
target fragment ions, a gate voltage is applied to the MCP at the arrival time
of the target ions. As an appropriate voltage ratio of the present experiment,
4 kV is applied to the extractor and 6 kV to the repeller. Figure 4.3 shows
typical images of the velocity distributions of the fragment ions.

4.1.2 Monte-Carlo simulation for trajectories of molecules

As we described in the preceding subsection, polar molecule traveling through
the molecular deflector experience force depending on the rotational-quantum-
state and the electric field strength generated by the deflector. We performed
a Monte-Carlo simulation to investigate the trajectories of individual initial
quantum states and to estimate the distribution of quantum states in the
spatially deflected molecular beam.
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Figure 4.3: Typical images with (left) and without (right) the pump pulses.

Figure 4.4: Geometry of the apparatus involved in the trajectory simulation
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Initial velocities and positions of an individual rotational state follow-
ing Gaussian distribution are generated by the Von Neumann’s algorithm.
For the mean value of the initial velocity of Z-component, we use a value
estimated by our experimental observation. We set the half width at half
maximums of the velocity coordinates as 1 percent and 0.1 percent of the
mean velocity for Z and XY components, respectively. Then, with the
three-dimensional equation of motion, a given particle (molecule) is prop-
agated through the chamber. All mechanical apertures and electrodes of the
experimental setup are included in the simulation (Fig. 4.1.2).

When the molecule is outside of the molecular deflector, there is no ac-
celeration field, while inside the molecular deflector a force that a molecule
experiences F is given by

F = −∇WStark = −
d

dE
WStark

∑
i

∂

∂xi
E. (4.1)

The Stark energies WStark of quantum states exposed to an electrostatic field
E are obtained by solving the time-independent Schrödinger equation. More-
over, to obtain electric field strength and the its gradients as function of the
XY positions, we employed the finite element method. We assume that the
electric field is homogeneous along the Z coordinate.

At the detection area of the simulation, we recorded the number of par-
ticles as a function of the vertical position X. The obtained vertical profiles
of individual quantum states are summed up by taking into account of the
Boltzmann distribution.

Results of the trajectory simulations are summarized along with the ex-
perimental results in the next section.

4.1.3 Result of the state-selection

Isolating a single quantum state or a small set of states from other quantum
states is very beneficial for a large range of experiments of molecules. For ex-
ample, different conformers of a molecule that often easily be interconverted
under thermal condition can be spatially separated by using inhomogeneous
electric fields and the conformer-specific effects in chemical reaction can be
investigated [61]. Also, the selected single rotational state of molecule pro-
vides an unique opportunity to achieve the highest degree of orientation.

In our experiment, the home-built molecular deflector is utilized for the
initial rotational-quantum-state-selection of molecules. We have measured
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Figure 4.5: Schematic diagram of the experimental setup. We observe ver-
tical intensity profiles of the molecular beam by recording the signal of ions
generated by femtosecond probe pulse as a function of the vertical position
of the laser focus.
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the vertical intensity profile of the deflected molecular beams by recording
intensity of the fragment ions as a function of the vertical position of the
translational stage on which the focusing lens mount (Fig 4.5). Although
higher applied voltages sometimes (not always) are desirable for more effec-
tive state selection, for avoiding discharge between the electrodes and other
parts in the vacuum chamber, voltages up to 8 kV are applied to the electrode
of the molecular deflector in our experiments. .

We show the observations of the vertical spatial profiles of the molecular
beams used in our experiments and the corresponding results of trajectory
simulations.

Iodobenzene molecule

As a large asymmetric top molecule, iodobenzene molecule have employed in
our experiments. The vertical intensity profiles are measured by recording
the signal of I+ ions, generated by irradiating the femto second probe pulse.
Fig. 4.6 shows the measured vertical profile of IB molecule buffered by 60-bar
of He. The data shown in Fig. 4.6 (a) is measured in the early stage from
the development of the deflector in the our laboratory, while the data shown
(b) is obtained recently and we could applied much higher voltage of 7kV to
the deflector owing to several trial-and-errors.

When the deflector is turned off, the molecular beam extends over 1.5mm,
mainly determined by the geometry inside of the chamber. By turning on
the deflector, the molecular beam profiles shift toward upper (plus) region.
This indicates that most of the quantum states are high field seeking in our
experimental condition. Fig. 4.7 shows the calculated Stark-energy-curves
of several rotational states of IB molecule. Because the rotational states are
closely distributed in energies, the Stark-energy-curves show a large number
of crossings among them. Because the curves of rotational states in a same
symmetry condition show avoided-crossing [86], the energy order of the initial
states in the same symmetry are preserved. Consequently, low-lying quantum
states tend to be high field seeking states, and the ground state experience
the strongest acceleration by the electrostatic field.

According to the other group’s trajectory simulation, the state-selected
molecules still involve a large number of quantum states [38, 39]. Thereby, it
is not practical to observe quantum-state-specific effects in the experiments.
However, because the the state-selected molecular sample have a narrower
state distribution and mainly consists of the lower-lying quantum states, we
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Figure 4.6: The vertical profiles of the molecular beam. The experimental
data are shown by black circles (deflector off) and red squares (deflector on).
The molecular sample was seeded in 60 bar of He buffer gas

Figure 4.7: At the electrostatic field strengths present in the deflector, all
low-lying quantum states are high-field seeking.
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Figure 4.8: The vertical profiles of the OCS molecular beam. The exper-
imental data are shown by black circles (deflector off) and colored squares
(deflector on). The molecular sample was seeded in 50 bar of He buffer gas

can achieved higher degrees of alignment and orientation with the state-
selected molecules.

We employed the molecules in the region indicated by the black arrows
as rotational-state-selected samples. The state-selected sample in the figure
4.6 (a) is used in the experiment introduced in the Chapter 5 and the sample
in the figure 4.6 (b) is used in the experiment of Chapter 7.

OCS molecule

OCS molecules have been state-selected by the molecular deflector. We mea-
sure the vertical profile of the OCS molecule by recording the signal of OCS+,
while we employ the S+ fragment ions to observe the molecular alignment
and orientation in the Chapter 7.

Fig. 4.8 shows the measured vertical profiles. The Fig. 4.8 (a) is the
result with a sample which consists of 5mbar of OCS and 50-bar of He buffer
gas. To make this molecular sample, we mixed a gas composed by 95 percent
of He and 5 percent of OCS with a pure He gas appropriately. By turning on
the deflector, the molecular beam profiles shift toward upper (plus) region.
Similarly with the result from the IB molecule, the molecular beam extends
over 1.5mm when the deflector is turned off. However, the spatial shift raised
by the turning on of the deflector is much weaker than that of the IB molecule.
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In order to estimate the rotational state distribution in a portion of the
deflected molecular beam, we have performed the trajectory calculation that
is described the former section. From the delay between the arrival of a probe
pulse and the operation of the high-pressure-pulsed-valve, we estimate the
central velocities of the molecular beam as 1350 m/s. The trajectory simu-
lations are performed for each individual quantum state. And the obtained
individual results are averaged according to the Boltzman distribution with
a rotational temperature which is optimized to make the result consistent
with the experiment. Fig. 4.8 (b) shows vertical profile obtained from the
simulation with the experimental result. The rotational temperature used
for the summing up is 4K. In the position upper than 1.0mm, more than 80
percent of the particles are composed by |0, 0 > and |1,±1 > states.

There remains much uncertainty in estimating the rotational distribution
from the trajectory simulation because the deflection of the molecular beam
is not distinct. In fact, the estimated ratio between the two states |0, 0 >
and |1,±1 > in the state-selected molecules are considerably different depend
on the precise vertical position. However, undoubtedly, the most deflected
portion of the molecular beam consists of a lot of ground states as we can
expect from the Stark energy curve of the OCS molecule, which is shown in
figure 4.9.

The molecules in the region indicated by the black arrows in the figure
are used as a rotational-state-selected sample in experiment of Chapter 7.

4.2 Optical arrangement

4.2.1 Overview

A schematic diagram of the optical arrangement is shown in figure 4.10.
A femto-second laser pulse is divided into two parts, a trigger pulse which
generates the plasma on the jet sheet of ethylene glycol and a probe pulse
for observing the molecular orientation. The pump pulse is supplied by a
1064nm of pulse with a 6∼7 ns of HWHM. And a 532nm of the second
harmonic pulse with a 3∼3.5 ns of that1.

The plasma shutter operates in a following manner. The pump pulse are
focused near the jet-sheet collinearly with the trigger pulse via an achromatic

1In the experiment with orientation with combined electrostatic and nonresonant laser
fields, only the fundamental laser pulse is used.
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Figure 4.9: Stark-energy-curves of several low-lying rotational states of OCS
molecule.

lens of f=700mm2. The trigger pulse is temporally synchronized to arrive at
the jet sheet when the first half of the pump pulse has passed so that the
second half of the pulse is truncated on the jet-sheet.

The shaped pump pulses by the plasma shutter then pass through a fused-
silica which make the relative-phase between the ω and 2ω pulses variable.

A set of beam expander for optimizing the focusing point of pump pulse
is preceded by a dichroic mirror on which the pump and the probe pulses are
combined collinearly.

4.2.2 Shaping a laser pulse with a slow turn on and a
rapid turn off

The experimental technique

The rapid truncation of the 12-ns-long laser pulses is performed with the op-
tical arrangement shown in Fig 4.10. The 12-ns-long pulse, the target (pump)
pulse, is copropagated with a portion of the femtosecond pulse, the trigger

2The lens of f=700mm is used for experiments with two-color laser field, while a lens
of f=500 is used for the one-color laser field experiments.
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Figure 4.10: Schematic diagram of the optical arrangement

Figure 4.11: Schematic diagram of the experimental setup for the cross-
correlation measurement.
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pulse for the rapid plasma excitation. The peak intensity of the focused trig-
ger pulse is kept well above the threshold of the ionization intensity of the
ethylene glycol, whereas that of the target pulse is kept below the threshold.
On the ethylene glycol jet sheet, the beam diameter of the trigger pulse is
kept larger than the target pulse so that a lot of part of the pulse is covered
by the plasma as much as possible. These two beams are temporally centered
with respect to each other; thus, after the plasma excitation by the trigger
pulse, second half of the target pulse is rapidly truncated.

In the our experiments of plasma shutter, energy fluences absorbed by the
plasma have been much higher than that in the pioneering work reported by
another group [35]. We have truncated the second half of laser pulse with
10-40mJ of energy that is larger than that of the preceding experiment by
more than one order of magnitude.

To achieve such a high energy plasma shutter operation, we have appro-
priately optimized the focused beam diameters of the laser pulses. First, the
target pulse must be tightly focused at the liquid jet sheet to provide the
enough energy to the plasma as it is shown in a numerical model shown next
subsection. The plasma can be kept excited due to the energy offered by
the target pulse after the plasma is driven by the trigger pulse at t=0. This
mechanism allows the second half of the transmission of target pulse to be
kept truncated. In contrast, the target pulse, at the same time, must not
be focused too tightly. Even though the intensity of the target pulse is well
below the threshold of the ionization, providing too much energy fluence to
the plasma causes“dirty air” around the liquid jet sheet. A lot of vapor gen-
erated with the intense plasma shutter operation interacts with other target
pulses arriving on the subsequent operations. The vapor around the jet sheet
frequently causes the self-break-down even without the plasma generation by
the trigger pulse. Furthermore, in the case of two-color pump pulse, the rel-
ative phase between the fundamental and its second harmonic laser pulses
becomes unstable because of the vapor interacting with laser pulses.

Thus, to avoid the breakdown caused by the “dirty air” and to provide
enough energy to generated plasma, we investigated good experimental con-
dition for the stable plasma shutter operation. In the one-color laser field
experiment, the focusing lens with f= 500 is employed and the plasma shut-
ter have been operated for target pulses with 10 ∼ 50mJ of energies. In the
two-color laser field experiment, the focusing lens of f=700 is used to focus
the target pulse in a much loose manner.

The temporal shape of the rapidly turned-off pulse is observed by measur-
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Figure 4.12: Results of the cross-correlation measurement. (a) and (b) shows
the temporal shapes of the laser pulse near the rapid turn off for 15 ps and
0.5 ps, respectively.

ing the sum-frequency signals between the shaped pulse and another portion
of the femto second pulse in a BBO crystal as illustrated in Fig. 4.11. Fig.
4.12 shows a result of cross-correlation. The fundamental one-color pulses
are truncated with the falling time less than 200 fs. And about 5 percent of
the peak power remains after the rapid truncation.

We note that while we measured the relative power (W) of the residual
laser field by the cross-correlation measurement, it will not be well focused in
the laser-molecule interaction region because the excited plasma also influ-
ences the focusability of the residual field. In Appendix, we show numerically
that residual field intensity can be estimated by comparing numerical simu-
lations and corresponding experimental observations of rotational dynamics
of molecules.

A numerical model

Here, we show a numerical model for qualitative understanding of the plasma
shutter.

In the studies on laser-induced damage in dielectrics, the number of elec-
trons at time t is described by classical rate equation [63]. Although the
condition on kinetics of electrons in the dielectrics is not the same as that in
our experiment, we adopt a simplified equation for qualitative understanding
of the plasma shutter operation in our experiment.
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Only collision-induced ionization and the relaxation effects of free elec-
trons are taken into account as two constants α and τ , respectively, whereas
multiphoton ionization by the applied 12-ns-long laser field is neglected since
intensity of the pulses are sufficiently low for the multi photon ionization.

The rate equation expressing the temporal evolution of the plasma (elec-
tron) density in the liquid jet sheet is,

d

dt
Ne(t) = αI(t)Ne(t)−Ne(t)/τ, (4.2)

where the constant τ ≡10 ps is typical average relaxation time of non-
relativistic free electrons which is approximately consistent with experimental
result in Fig 4.13 (b). The α = 0.009 cm2 ps−1/GW , a coefficient propor-
tional to the average collisional ionization rate, is determined by the balance
between the electron density gain and loss rates in the calculation.

Also transmission rate is calculated with a model of driven harmonic
oscillators. The refractive index is given by

n(t) = n0 ×
√

1−Ne(t)/Nc. (4.3)

The electron density is assumed to be spatially uniform.
Although there are unresolved details on the precise mechanism of the

plasma generation process [64], an initial value N(t = 0) is set as a density of
free electrons formated by the trigger pulse. The initial density is estimated
to be 5.0×1021cm−3, 5 times larger than the critical density Nc, and lower
than typical density of molecule in liquid.

Fig. 4.13 (a) shows the obtained the transmission rate and the density of
electrons. The time evolutions of electron density are so sensitively depend
on the laser intensity in the numerical model, which does not necessarily
correspond to our experimental observations. However, the numerical model
can reproduce the experimentally observed increase of residual field power
of laser pulse. Typical experimental results are shown in the right panel of
Fig. 4.13(b). By raising the energy of the applied laser field, we can make
the residual field are kept truncated as it is illustrated in the Fig. 4.13 (b).

4.2.3 Spatial overlapping of the pump and the probe
pulses

The pump and probe laser pulses were combined by a dichroic mirror which
reflects the probe pulse and transmits the pump laser pulses, then, the pump
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Figure 4.13: (Left) : Numerical result of transmission rates of uniform plas-
mas irradiated with laser pulses with different peak intensities. The inset
shows the corresponding densities of electrons. (Right) : Experimental re-
sults of evolutions rate of the laser pulses. The rapid plasma excitations take
place at the t=0.

Figure 4.14: Schematic diagram of the experimental setup for the confirming
the overlap between the two beams.
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and the probe pulses are collinearly focused into the vacuum chamber via a
achromatic lens.

We have observed the spatial overlap of the laser pulses with the set-up
shown in the Fig. 4.14. We locate a 10-micron-diam pinhole mounted on a
XYZ-stage to the focus of a portion of the probe pulse, which is reflected
from a glass plate located before the interaction chamber. The laser pulses
which passed through the pinhole are focused again into photodiode via a
lens. Then, we plot the intensities of the pulses measured by the photodiode
as a function of the two dimensional position of the stage.

Even though the fundamental and the second harmonic pump pulses are
synchronized, we need to precisely overlap the fundamental and the second
harmonic pump pulses precisely at the focus of the probe pulse. Thus, we
used a normal fused silica lens instead of an achromatic lens as a later part
of the beam-expander for pump pulse. Then, we optimized the position of
the lens so that the two laser pulses are well overlapped. Then, the two
pump and probe pulses are very precisely overlapped again at the focus of
the probe pulse by adjusting two sterring mirrors for the pump pulses.

Fig. 4.15 shows a typical result of the observation of the two dimensional
spatial overlap at the focus of probe pulse. We need to keep radius of pump
pulses to be larger than that of probe pulse to primarily probe molecules
exposed to the stronger pump laser field. To do so, we have intentionally
displaced the focus of the pump pulses from that of the probe pulse by about
1mm.

4.2.4 Controlling the relative phase of the two-color
laser pulse

The interaction Hamiltonian induced by the two-color laser field can be given
by,

Htwo−color = (4.4)

−1

4
[Eω(t)

2 + E2ω(t)
2](α∥ − α⊥) cos

2 θ

−1

8
[cosϕEω(t)

2E2ω(t)][(β∥ − 3β⊥) cos
3 θ + 3β⊥ cos θ].

Since the term raising the orientation is proportional to cosϕ, it is important
to control the relative phase ϕ to maximize the cosϕ. We locate a fused silica
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Figure 4.15: Typical result of a spatial overlap of laser pulses. Upper and
lower panels, respectively, show the vertical and horizontal views of a two-
dimensional state of the overlap. The red and green represent the ω and the
2ω, respectively, while the blue represents the probe laser pulse.

Figure 4.16: Schematic diagram of setup for observing the change of the
relative phase between the ω and 2ω.
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Figure 4.17: Schematic diagram of setup for observing the change of the
relative phase between the ω and 2ω.

plate with 5 mm of thickness in the path of the two-color laser pulse with
the 45 degrees of the incident angle. In our experiment, the glass plate is
mounted on a gimbal mirror holder driven by two independent micrometers.
Taking into account the displacement of path of laser pulses caused when
they pass the fused silica plate, the laser pulses pass through the fused silica
plate twice as shown in Fig. 4.10 and 4.16 in order to compensate the
displacement. The relative phase between the two laser pulses is adjustable
by rotating the fused silica plate. We measured the change of the relative
phase with the setup illustrated in Fig. 4.16.

The ω and 2ω laser pulses are collinearly focused into BBO crystal in
a collinear manner and we measured the intensity of the 2ω after the laser
pulses passed through the crystal. The observed sum-signal of the original
and the generated 2ω from the BBO crystal is plotted as a function of the
position of micrometer of the holder on which the fused silica plate is mounted
(Fig. 4.17). The observed modulation is used for evaluating the relative phase
between the ω and the 2ω in the experiment of molecular orientation.
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Chapter 5

Results and discussions 1 :
Laser-field-free orientation of
asymmetric top molecules

We describe experimental results of the laser-field-free orientation of asymmetric-
top molecules. Aligning and orienting asymmetric top molecules in the
laser-field-free condition is much more difficult subject compared to that
of other simpler molecules like linear and symmetric top molecules. To ac-
complish laser-field-free orientation of asymmetric top molecules, we em-
ployed plasma shutter technique. Both thermal ensemble molecules and
state-selected molecules by the molecular deflector are used as samples.

5.1 Quasi-adiabatic orientation of state-selected

asymmetric top molecules by combined

electrostatic and one-color laser fields

For a strong molecular orientation, rotationally cold iodobenzene molecules
generated by the high-pressure buffer gas are deflected and used as a sam-
ple [85]. Both the rotationally cooled thermal ensemble and the further state-
selected molecules are oriented by combined electrostatic and non-resonant
one-color laser fields.

As shown in Fig. 5.1(a), when we observe molecular alignment, the po-
larizations of the pump and probe pulses are set parallel and perpendicular
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Figure 5.1: The observations of molecular alignment and orientation. (a)
When observing alignment, the polarizations of the pump and probe pulses
are parallel and perpendicular to the detector plane, respectively. (b) and
(c) When observing orientation, the polarization of the pump pulse is tilted
60 or 120 degrees from the time of flight axis to utilize the combined effect
of the electrostatic and the pump laser fields, while the probe polarization
is perpendicular to the detector plane. In (a)-(c), also included are the ion
images for molecular alignment and orientation observed with a sample of
state-selected molecules. Reproduced from Ref.[65].
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Figure 5.2: The temporal evolutions of the degrees of alignment (a) and ori-
entation (b) for the thermal ensemble (black squares) and the state-selected
molecules (red circles) during the pump pulse (blue triangles) with the peak
intensity of 3.3 x 1011 W/cm2. Reproduced from Ref.[65].

to the detector plane. The degree of alignment is evaluated by <cos2θ2D>,
where θ2D is the polar angle between the pump pulse polarization and the
molecular axis projected onto the detector plane. When evaluating<cos2θ2D>,
the I+ ions observed between the concentric rings in Fig. 5.1(a), which origi-
nate from the Coulomb explosion process C6H5I +Nh̄ω→C6H5I

3+→C6H5
2+

+ I+, are used [38, 10].
As shown in Figs. 5.1(b) and 1(c), when we observe molecular orienta-

tion, the polarization of the pump pulse is tilted 60 or 120 degrees to utilize
the combined effect of the electrostatic and the pump laser fields, while the
probe polarization is remained perpendicular to the detector plane. The elec-
trostatic field, which is originally the acceleration field of the velocity-map
imaging spectrometer, is 2.4 kV/cm. The degree of orientation is character-
ized by the ratio Nup/Ntotal, where Nup is the number of the fragment ions
observed in the upper half of the ion image and Ntotal is the total number of
the fragment ions observed [38]. When the polarization of the pump pulse is
tilted, the double-ring structure in the ion images gets blurred. We therefore
employ all the I+ ions in the images to evaluate Nup/Ntotal.

Figure 5.2 shows the temporal evolutions of the degrees of alignment (a)
and orientation (b) for the thermal ensemble and the state-selected molecules
during the pump pulse with the peak intensity of 3.3×1011 W/cm2. Seem-
ingly, they follow well the temporal profile of the pump pulse, suggesting
that the laser-molecule interaction proceeds at least in the nearly adiabatic
regime.
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Figure 5.3: The instantaneous intensity dependence of the degrees of align-
ment <cos2θ2D> for the thermal ensemble (a) and for the state-selected
molecules (b). The instantaneous intensity dependence of the degrees of
orientation Nup/Ntotal for the thermal ensemble (c) and for the state-selected
molecules (d). In (a)-(d), the degrees of alignment and orientation are plot-
ted as a function of the instantaneous intensity of the pump pulse on its rising
part (thick arrows) and falling part (thin arrows), separately. Reproduced
from Ref.[65].
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Figure 5.4: The temporal evolutions of the degrees of alignment (a) and ori-
entation (b) for the thermal ensemble (black squares) and the state-selected
molecules (red circles) during the pump pulse (blue triangles) with the peak
intensity of 6.0 x 1010 W/cm2.

However, here we show a replotted result with the same data of Figure 5.2.
To carefully examine the temporal evolutions of the degrees of alignment and
orientation, and to judge how well the laser-molecule interaction proceeds
adiabatically, we plot the degrees of alignment and orientation as a function
of the instantaneous intensity of the pump pulse on its rising part and falling
part, separately (Figure 5.2). Significant differences between the degrees on
the rising part and those on the falling part are observed. This indicates that
the process is not purely adiabatic even though the rotational periods of the
IB molecule, characterized by the rotational constants A, B and C, are much
shorter than the pulse width of the pump pulse. The instantaneous intensity
dependence of the degrees of alignment and orientation are also measured
when a laser pulse much lower energy is applied. The temporal evolution
of the degree of alignment and orientation are shown in Fig. 5.4, and the
corresponding graph showing the intensity dependence are shown in Fig. 5.5.
Both for degree of alignment and orientation does show slight differences
between the degrees on the rising part and those on the falling part.

Traditionally, molecular alignment orientation have been considered adi-
abatic when a nanosecond laser pulse is irradiated with molecules. However,
as we show in the present section, the temporal evolution of degrees of align-
ment and orientation does not adiabatically follow the temporal variation of
the applied laser field. This nonadiabatic behavior plays an important role
in determining rotational dynamics of molecules after the rapid turn off of
the pump pulse as it is denoted in the next section.
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Figure 5.5: The instantaneous intensity dependence of the degrees of align-
ment <cos2θ2D> for the thermal ensemble (a) and for the state-selected
molecules (b). The instantaneous intensity dependence of the degrees of
orientation Nup/Ntotal for the thermal ensemble (c) and for the state-selected
molecules (d). In (a)-(d), the degrees of alignment and orientation are plot-
ted as a function of the instantaneous intensity of the pump pulse on its
rising part (thick arrows) and falling part (thin arrows), separately.
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5.2 Laser-field-free orientation of state-selected

asymmetric top molecules

We apply the plasma shutter technique to achieve laser-field-free alignment
and orientation of (state-selected) asymmetric top molecules. Here we focus
on the temporal evolutions of alignment and orientation just after the rapid
turn off of the pump pulse. A cross-correlation measurement confirms that
the fall time of the pump pulse is about 150 fs.

As in the case of the instantaneous intensity dependence, we first look
at the temporal evolutions of alignment. Figure 5.6 shows the temporal
evolutions of alignment of the thermal ensemble (a) and the state-selected
molecules (b) observed with two intensities of 1.7×1011 W/cm2 and 6.0×1010
W/cm2. Before the rapid turn off of the pump pulse, the degrees of alignment
are higher at 1.7×1011 W/cm2 than at 6.0×1010 W/cm2. After the rapid turn
off of the pump pulse, the highest degrees of alignment before the rapid falling
of the laser-field are maintained in the laser-field-free condition for 5-10 ps
until the degrees of alignment start to decrease. 1

In addition, it is confirmed that the dephasing time of degree of align-
ment is more rapid with 1.7×1011 W/cm2 than with 6.0×1010 W/cm2. This
intensity dependence of the dephasing time is more distinct for the state-
selected molecules than for the thermal ensemble. The more rapid dephasing
with higher intensities of the pump pulse is understood by considering the
rotational spectrum of the aligned rotational states. Higher intensities of the
pump pulse can transfer the initial rotational state to more highly excited ro-
tational states with broader spectrum ranges. Thus, the highly and broadly
excited rotational superposition results in the more serious interferences and
the rapid dephasing. The quantum state dependence of the dephasing time
scale can be understood with the same manner in that the lower-lying quan-
tum states prepared by the state selection are more sensitive to the external
field strength.

Fig. 5.7 shows the temporal evolutions of orientation of the thermal en-
semble (a) and the state-selected molecules (b) observed with two intensities
of 1.7×1011 W/cm2 and 6.0×1010 W/cm2. Before the rapid turn off of the
pump pulse, the degrees of orientation are almost the same for the two inten-
sities, which reflects the strong saturation tendency of orientation. We can

1We will discuss this long dephasing time with results of numerical simulations in
Chapter 6.
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Figure 5.6: The temporal evolutions of alignment of the thermal ensemble (a)
and the state-selected molecules (b) observed with two intensities of 1.7×1011
W/cm2 and 6.0×1010 W/cm2, for which the temporal profiles of the shaped
pump pulses are also included. Reproduced from Ref.[65].
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Figure 5.7: The same as in Fig. 5.6 but for orientation. Reproduced from
Ref.[65].
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find in the Fig. 5.7, the degrees of orientation Nup/Ntotal are already reached
to around a maximum value at the laser intensity of 5.0×1010 W/cm2.

After the rapid turn off of the pump pulse, one can see that the highest
degrees of orientation before the rapid truncation are maintained in the laser-
field-free condition for ∼20 ps, which is apparently longer than the duration,
during which higher degrees of alignment are maintained. The apparently
longer duration of orientation comes from the fact that degree of orientation
is a result of a coherent superposition of rotational quantum states with
regular interval 1 of quantum number J, while the degree of alignment is
attributed by rotational quantum states with regular interval 2 of quantum
number J. This is same for other linear and symmetric top molecules. For a
linear molecule, the selection rules associated with alignment and orientation
of a rotational wave packet are summarized below. Thus, nearly two-times
faster dephasing is observed from the alignment.

< J,M | cos2 θ|J ′,M ′ >=

{
̸= 0, (for J = J′ ± 2 and M = M′, J = J′ and M = M′)

= 0, (otherwise).

(5.1)

< J,M | cos θ|J ′,M ′ >=

{̸
= 0, (for J = J′ ± 1 and M = M′)

= 0, (otherwise)
(5.2)

The observation of the 5-10 ps of strong, laser-field-free persistent ori-
entation has been observed for the first time. This experimental achieve-
ment ensures future prospect of diverse studies with oriented asymmetric
top molecules.

We note that clear revival structures of degrees of alignment and orien-
tation have not been observed in the experimental conditions.
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Chapter 6

Results and discussions 2 :
Rotational dynamics of
asymmetric top molecules
exposed to a laser pulse with a
slow turn on and a rapid turn
off

In our experiment described in Chapter 5, whereas clear revival structures
of degrees of alignment and orientation after the rapid turn off have not
appeared, the 5-10 ps of laser-field-free orientation have been observed after
the rapid turn off of the laser field. This is a first demonstration of rotational
dynamics of asymmetric top molecules exposed to a laser pulse with a slow
turn on and a rapid turn off. In this section, we elucidate the underlying
physics associated with the rotational dynamics of the molecules by numerical
studies.
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Figure 6.1: (The same for figure 3.3) Scheme of a model for numerical simu-
lations. The eigenstates of field-dressed Hamiltonian at t = 0 are employed
as initial quantum states. We analize the time evolution of the initial state
after the rapid turn off of the laser field in the presenece of an electrostatic
field.

6.1 Rotational dynamics of asymmetric top

molecules exposed to a laser pulse with a

slow turn on and a rapid turn off, in the

presence of a weak electrostatic field.

In this section, we explore rotational dynamics of asymmetric top molecules
with an assumption that the molecules are controlled with a purely adiabatic
process in the slow turn on of the laser field. The rotationally excited states
just before the rapid turn off of the laser field are calculated by solving the
time independent Schrödinger equation (See Fig. 6.1). We also assume that
the electrostatic field and laser-field are parallel to each other and the laser
field is completely turned off. 1

1Conceivable effects from finite intensities that possibly remains after the rapid turn
off of the laser field are summarized in Appendix.
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6.1.1 Dephasing dynamics

In this subsection, we show the numerically observed dephasing dynamics
of iodobenzene molecules. Experimentally observed 5-10 ps of persistent
molecular alignment and orientation are not obtained, and the degrees of
alignment and orientation by pure adiabatic interaction start to decrease
soon after the rapid truncation of the laser field as shown in the Fig 6.2 and
6.3.

Except the presence of the persistent orientation, however, a lot of points
are consistent with the experiment. Let us consider a time interval between
the rapid turn off and the moment when the first local minimum of the
degree of alignment or orientation appears as a dephasing time to discuss
the dephasing dynamics. The faster dephasing times of degrees of alignment
and orientation are observed when the coherent wave-packets have broader
rotational spectrum and higher rotational energies. Thus, the dephasing
times become shorter when the applied laser-field is strong or the initial
rotational temperatures are higher. Also, the applied laser-field dependence
of the dephasing times are more distinct with a lower rotational temperature.
2

The observed dephasing times are more than 10 ps, which is longer than
that observed from other small linear molecules ∼ 1ps [36]. This long dephas-
ing dynamics of iodobenzene molecules mainly comes from the long rotational
period of the molecule. The rotational constants B = 760.4 and C = 662.6
MHz are crucial parameters for determining the observed one-dimensional
dephasing dynamics of alignment and orientation. The rotational constant
around Cz

2 axis, A=5669 MHz, does not affect the dephasing time scale.

6.1.2 Revival structure

We look to the numerically observed time evolutions of molecular alignment
and orientation for 900 picosecond. The degrees of alignment and orientation
after the rapid turn off are shown in Fig. 6.4 and 6.5. The Fig. 6.4 and 6.5 are
results for different rotational temperatures of 0.1 K and 0.5 K, respectively.
For comparison, the results for an imaginary large linear rigid rotor are shown
in Fig. 6.4 and 6.5 as well. The rotational constant of the linear molecule is

2We can consider that the molecular sample with a lower rotational temperature in the
numerical simulation corresponds to a state-selected molecular sample in the experiment
in that low-lying quantum states are more included.
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Figure 6.2: Temporal evolutions of degree of alignment of the initial field-
dressed iodobenzene molecules exposed to a rapid turn off of the laser field.
The molecules are in the electrostatic field of 2078 V/cm. The irradiated
laser pulses, whose peak intensity are 3.0 × 1011W/cm2 (black) and 1.7 ×
1011W/cm2 (red), are turned off at t=0.
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Figure 6.3: Temporal evolutions of degree of orientation of the initial field-
dressed iodobenzene molecules exposed to a rapid turn off of the laser field.
The molecules are in the electrostatic field of 2078 V/cm. The irradiated
laser pulses, whose peak intensity are 3.0 × 1011W/cm2 (black) and 1.7 ×
1011W/cm2 (red), are turned off at t=0.
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Figure 6.4: Temporal evolutions of the degrees of alignment (lower panels)
and orientation (upper panels) of linear and asymmetric top molecules for
the rotational temperature of 0.1 K. The electrostatic field is 2078 V/cm.
The results for asymmetric top and linear molecules are shown by the black
and red lines, respectively. The peak intensities of the laser field before
the complete turn off are set as 1.7 × 1011W/cm2 (left panels) and 3.0 ×
1011W/cm2 (right panels).

set as a mean value of those of iodobenzene molecule around Cx
2 and Cy

2 axes,
which are denoted as B and C in the field-free Hamiltonian AĴ2

x+BĴ
2
y+CĴ

2
z .

The rotation around the Cz
2 axis is neglected.

It has been reported that the rotational revival structures of asymmetric
top molecules, following the irradiation by an intense short laser pulse, differ
qualitatively from those of linear molecules [42, 43]. In contrast to this,
however, Fig. 6.4 and Fig. 6.5 show that the asymmetric top molecules
behave like linear molecules, especially when the rotational temperature is
very low (0.1 K). At around the rotational period of the imaginary linear
molecule of 705 ps, not only the linear molecules but also the asymmetric
top molecules experience rotational revivals. In other words, only the J-type
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Figure 6.5: The same as in Fig. 6.5 but for the rotational temperature of 0.5
K.
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Figure 6.6: The expectation values of K2 and J for some low lying rotational
quantum states of iodobenzene molecule exposed to combined electrostatic
and nonresonant laser fields in the adiabatic condition as a function of the
laser intensity. The electrostatic field is 2078 V/cm. The rapid changes of the
expectation values of K2 for several states are caused when they experience
avoided crossings.

revivals characterized by the period 1/[2(B+C)] appear after the rapid turn
off of the pump pulse. This result does not seem to be with the previous
study reporting that a relatively large fluence of pump pulse washes out the
J-type revivals structures and causes C-type revivals instead [42].

However, the reason for the linear molecule like behavior can be clearly
understood. To explain the reason for the linear molecule like behavior of
the asymmetric top molecule, the expectation values of K2 and Ĵ of the ro-
tational wave packet of an iodobenzene molecule generated by the adiabatic
interaction are shown in Fig. 6.6 as a function of the intensity of the pump
pulse. Here, the quantum number J represents amplitude of total angu-
lar momentum, and the K represents the amplitude of rotation around the
molecule-fixed z axis. The initial ground state denoted as |0000 > and some
low lying quantum states are not excited to the states with higher level of
K states by the adiabatic interaction with the pump pulse on the order of
1011 W/cm2. Without the rotation around the Cz

2 axis, the molecule acts
like a linear molecule.

However, a fully adiabatic excitation is still experimentally difficult to be
made, because even the irradiation by a few tens of ns pump pulse can not en-
sure the purely adiabatic exciatation of a large asymmetric top molecule [87].
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Figure 6.7: Temporal evolutions of the initial ground state of iodobenzene
molecule irradiated with a short laser pulse. The molecules are in the electro-
static field of 2078 V/cm. The irradiated laser pulses, whose peak intensity
are 3.0×1011W/cm2 (black) and 1.7×1011W/cm2 (red), are centered at t=0
with a FWHM of 7.05 ps.

Figure 6.8: Temporal evolutions of the initial ground state of an imag-
inary molecule exposed to the same condition of Fig. 6.7. The irradi-
ated laser pulses, whose peak intensity are 3.0 × 1011W/cm2 (black) and
1.7× 1011W/cm2 (red), are centered at t=0 with a FWHM of 7.05 ps.
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Before we consider nonadiabatic effect taking place on the slow rising of
the laser pulse, let us demonstrate rotational dynamics of asymmetric top
molecules irradiated with ultra-short laser pulse. As demonstrated in Fig.
6.7, initial low-lying quantum states can be excited to the states with high
expectation values of K2 nonadiabatically. These transitions play a crucial
role for determining the characteristic rotational dynamics of asymmetric top
molecules. Dynamics of the ground state of IB molecule irradiated with a
short pump pulse, which are centered at t = 0 with a FWHM of 7.05 ps,
is shown in Fig. 6.7. When the pump pulse with 3.0 × 1011W/cm2 of peak
intensity is applied, in addition to the J-type of revivals near 705 ps, the
notable revival structures near 750 ps are observed for alignment < cos2 θ >.
The J-type revivals become less distinct when the C-type revival appear.
The expectation values of K2 are observed to be considerably excited by
nonadiabatic interactions, which we consider as a source of the character-
istic revival structures qualitatively different with those of linear molecules.
On the other hand, the imaginary linear molecule experience the revivals of
alignment and orientation near 705 ps as shown in Fig. 9.1, irrespective of
the applied laser pulse.

The results shown in Fig. 6.4 and 6.5 are those for relatively low rotational
temperatures. However, even for significantly higher rotational temperature
of 1K, the only J-type revivals have been observed.

6.2 Loss of adiabaticity and its effect on rota-

tional dynamics of asymmetric top molecules

In this section, we consider nonadiabatic effect taking place on the slow rising
of the laser-field. Traditionally, the interaction between molecules and non-
resonant laser-pulse with a few nano second of pulse width is considered to
be adiabatic. However, in recent studies [87, 32], it is reported that nonadi-
abatic effect on the slow rising of the laser-field is crucial for the orientation
dynamics. We have employed numerical method introduced in Chapter 2
and 3 to calculate rotational dynamics of asymmetric top molecules, taking
into account nonadiabatic effect on the slow rising of the laser field. (See
figure 6.9)

We consider a regime where the linearly-polarized laser field and the elec-
trostatic field are parallel to each other.
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Figure 6.9: The same with Fig.3.5 Scheme of a model for numerical simula-
tions. We accurately calculated TDSE by asumming that the laser pulse is
composed by sequentially lined square shaped short laser pulses. The tem-
poral width of square pulses are set as 50ps. See Chapter 3 to review the
numerical method and the validity of this model.
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6.2.1 Avoided crossings and loss of adiabaticity

We demonstrate that orientation process by a few nanoseconds of nonreso-
nant laser pulse does not ensure pure adiabatic process of asymmetric top
molecules due to presence of avoided crossings. We look to temporal evolu-
tions of several individual rotational states exposed to a laser pulse with a
slow turn on and a rapid turn off.

When we plot energy shifts of individual rotational states as a function
of intensity of laser-field or electrostatic field, some plotted curves of individ-
ual states cross to each other. The crossings can be classified into avoided
crossing and real crossing. When two field-dressed states satisfy different
symmetry condition, the two states are independent to each other so that
the two curves are really crossed. In contrast, two different states satisfying
same symmetry condition experience avoided crossing. 3 Some energy curve
of several low-lying quantum states are shown in Fig. 6.10. The states are
exposed both electrostatic and nonresonant laser fields. Because the states
have the same symmetry, avoided crossings between the states are observed.
Consequently, the energy order of the initial states is preserved.

Let us show, rotational dynamics of the two lowest-lying quantum states
|0000 > and |1010 >shown in Fig. 6.10. The two states do not experience
avoided crossings under the condition of external fields shown in the Fig. 6.10.
The gap between the two curves is nearly 2500 MHz, which is mostly deter-
mined by the rotational constant of the molecule. Besides, in Fig. 6.11 we
show temporal evolution of the lowest-lying quantum state |0000 > exposed
to laser field with finite turns-on and a peak intensity of 6.0 × 1010W/cm2.
When τ , where τ is defined as half width at 1/

√
e maximum of laser inten-

sity4, is more than 500 ps , the orientation process is nearly adiabatic.
In sharply contrast to the dynamics of the ground state |0000 >, some

other states experiencing avoided crossings require still longer laser pulse for
pure adiabatic processes. In energy curves shown in Fig. 6.10, we focus our
attention to three states which experience three times of avoided crossings.
Fig. 6.12 shows the three avoided crossings zoomed-up. Fig. 6.13 shows

3As a result of the avoided crossings, energy order of rotational quantum states in same
symmetry condition is invariant when external field is applied adiabatically. That allows
us to distinguish different quantum states, and we can correlate the eigenstates of field-
dressed Hamiltonian with initial field-free states in spite of presence of crossings between
quantum states.

4Only in the present section 6.2, we evaluate temporal width of the laser pulse with
half width of at 1/

√
e maximum of laser intensity instead of the FWHM or HWHM.
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Figure 6.10: The Stark shifts of some initial rotational states exposed to both
electrostatic and linearly polarized laser fields. They are plotted as a function
of laser field intensity. The electrostatic field is 2078 V/cm. The lowest eight
initial states, in the order of energy levels, characterized by quantum number
M = 0 and the even parities of s and K are sown.

Figure 6.11: Degree of alignment (left) and orientation (right) of initial
|0000 > state as a function of the applied intensity of laser field. 2078 V/cm
of electrostatic field is applied. Two results show that τ much longer than
500 ps ensures pure adiabatic interaction, where τ is half width at 1/

√
e

maximum of laser intensity.
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Figure 6.12: Three avoided crossings taking place among three rotational
states. The states are corresponding to three field-free states represented as
|5050 >, |4040 >, and |3030 >, in order of energy.

temporal evolutions of the initial |4040 > states under irradiation of laser
pulse with finite turn-ons and a peak intensity of 6.0 × 1010W/cm2. It is
clear that the orientation and alignment processes are far from pure adiabatic
process even with a very long 24 ns of laser pulse. Under the irradiation of
the laser pulse with 24 ns of slow turn on, the interaction is close to adiabatic
until the field-intensity is lower than 3.0× 1010W/cm2. On the other hand,
when the quantum state crosses the intensity region, 3.0 × 1010W/cm2 ∼
4.0 × 1010W/cm2, presence of a avoided crossing with a small energy gap
102 MHz makes the interaction nonadiabatic; therefore, transition between
the two quantum states becomes distinct. We note that more than 100 ns of
laser pulse is required for the pure adiabatic interaction.

Let us describe rotational dynamics of single rotational quantum state
exposed to a laser pulse with the 6 ns of slow turn on and the rapid turn off.
Instantaneous intensity dependence of alignment and orientation are shown
in Fig. 6.14 (a) and (b) respectively. Initial quantum state |3031 > experience
an avoided crossing when the laser intensity is close to 2.3×1010W/cm2 with
a energy gap of 353 MHz; then the laser field with 6 ns of slow turn on can
not ensure pure adiabatic orientation. We can see that the interaction by
the laser pulse is adiabatic until the laser field increase to 2.3× 1010W/cm2.
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Figure 6.13: Degree of alignment (left) and orientation (right) of initial
|4040 > state as a function of the applied intensity of laser field. 2078 V/cm
of electrostatic field is applied. Two results show that τ much longer than
24 ns can not ensure pure adiabatic interaction.

Figure 6.14: Degree of alignment (a) and orientation (b) of initial |3031 >
state as a function of the applied instantaneous intensity of laser field. (c)
and (d) show the temporal evolution of alignmet and orientation after the
rapid turn off of the laser field. 2078 V/cm of electrostatic field is applied.
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Fig. 6.14 (c) and (d) show temporal evolution of alignment and orienta-
tion after the rapid turn off of the laser field. The nonadiabatic transition
taking place near the avoided crossing significantly affects on rotational dy-
namics even after the rapid turn off of the laser field. The rotational state
that controlled by 6 ns of rising laser field shows “persistent” alignment and
orientation after the rapid turn off of the laser field, while the oriented state
by adiabatic turn on starts to decrease soon after the rapid turn off.

In conclusion of this section, loss of adiabaticity stemming from presence
of a lot of avoided crossings is significant; especially, the nonadiabaticity can
contributes to the persistent alignment and orientation for 5 to 10 ps after the
rapid turn off of the laser field. In a given potential for molecular alignment
or orientation, the best aligned or oriented quantum state is an eigenstate of
the applied interaction Hamiltonian in almost of cases. Thus, wave packet
generated by impure adiabatic process has a possibility to much aligned
or oriented in the given intensity of external field. Therefore, the degree
of alignment or orientation does not necessarily increase (decrease) following
the increase (decrease) of instantaneous laser field when the interaction is not
purely adiabatic. In our numerical calculation, approximately one out of ten
initial quantum states has demonstrated persistent laser-field-free orientation
after the rapid turn off of the laser field, while almost of quantum states
experience avoided crossing during slow turn on of the laser field.

6.2.2 Rotational dynamics of molecules in thermal en-
semble

Here, we show the numerically obtained result of rotational dynamics of
molecules in thermal ensembles. We have shown that the orientation process
by the electrostatic field and a laser field with 6 ns of rising time is far from
pure adiabatic process for several individual quantum states. However, as
we show in this subsection, dynamics of thermal averaged molecular samples
does not show distinct nonadiabaticity.

In section 5.1, we introduce the experimental observation showing that
there are significant differences between the degrees of alignment and ori-
entation on the rising part and those on the falling part of the laser field
(Fig. 5.2). This observation ensures that the process is not purely adiabatic.
On the other hand, the numerical results shown Fig. 6.15 do not show the
distinct asymmetry between the rising part and the falling part of the laser
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Figure 6.15: Temporal evolutions of alignment and orientation of iodoben-
zene molecules for two rotational temperatures of 0.1K (left) and 0.5K (right).
< cos2 θ > and < cos θ > following the temporal variation of the applied laser
field show nearly same instantaneous intensity dependences on the rising part
and on the falling part.
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Figure 6.16: Temporal evolutions of degrees of alignment and orientation
near the rapid turn-off of the applied laser field in the presence of a weak
electrostatic field. The results from the two different cases does not show
crucial difference.

field. We also compare numerical results of rotational dynamics for two dif-
ferent cases. We consider both molecules which exposed to adiabatic turn on
and a rapid turn off (dotted lines in Fig. 6.16 and 6.17) and which exposed
to a 6 nanosecond of turn on and a rapid turn off (real lines in Fig. 6.16 and
6.17). Revival structures and achievable degrees of orientation of molecules
do not show qualitatively different behavior for the two cases.

6.2.3 Conclusion

We have found significant loss of the adiabaticity for several individual ro-
tational quantum states. However, when we consider thermal averaged ro-
tational dynamics of individual rotational states, the distinct gaps between
pure adiabatic orientation and the impure adiabatic orientation disappear.
Thus, there is discrepancy between the numerally obtained results and what
we have observed from experiments; because, as we have demonstrated in
Chapter 5, orientation process of asymmetric top molecules under the elec-
trostatic field and a laser field with a 6 ns of rising time is obviously far from
pure adibaticity.

We consider the discrepancy to be caused from the fact that we calculated
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Figure 6.17: Temporal evolutions of degrees of alignment and orientation for
a nano second after the rapid turn-off of the applied laser field in the presence
of a weak electrostatic field. The results from the two different cases does
not show crucial difference.

the rotational dynamics of molecules under the “parallel field condition”
rather than “tilted field condition”. In the tilted field condition, which is
close to the real experimental condition, quantum numberM is not preserved
any more. Rotational states with differentM values those are degenerated in
energies in the field-free condition experience energy splitting by electrostatic
field component non-parallel to the laboratory-fixed Z axis. As a result, a lot
of quantum states experience extremely larger number of avoided-crossings.
Thus, there must be extremely large amount of loss of adiabaticity in the
tilted field condition.

However, solving the time-dependent Schrödinger equation in the tilted
field condition still takes high calculation cost. In the tilted filed condi-
tion, the M is not a good quantum number, so we can not deal with states
with different M values independently. Thus, size of an irreducible matrix
that we need to diagonalize dramatically increases. Furthermore, the cost of
calculation increases nonlinearly when the size of a matrix increases. Such
computational difficulties have confined the present studies on the parallel
field condition.

In near future, with a much cost effective numerical method, rotational
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dynamics of asymmetric top molecules in the tilted field condition need to be
solved for elucidate distinct nonadiabatic effect observed in the experiments.
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Chapter 7

Results and discussions 3 :
Completely field-free
orientation of state-selected
molecules

Combination of a fundamental and a second-harmonic laser pulses can induce
a potential energy for molecular orientation, which provides an all-optical
molecular orientation technique [29, 30]. Under the all-optical potential that
applied adiabatically, a free-rotational state can be strongly oriented. In
contrast, under an irradiation of ultra-short two-color laser pulse, a single
rotational state does not show pronounced degree of orientation because of a
considerable nonadiabatic transition to the oppositely oriented states. Thus,
the strongest degree of orientation in the completely field-free condition can
be accomplished by using a two-color laser pulse with a slow turn on and
rapid turn off, provided the molecular sample includes only one rotational
state.

In this section, we present experimental results and corresponding nu-
merical simulations of completely field-free orientation of molecules. The
two-color laser field with a several nanoseconds of pulse width is employed
for orienting molecules without additional electrostatic field. We utilize the
plasma shutter technique to rapidly turn off the laser field.
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7.1 Molecular Orientation by two-color laser

field

In the peak intensity of two-color nanosecond laser pulse, we have observed
degrees of alignment and orientation of state-selected molecules for iodoben-
zene and OCS samples. Since we use a laser pulse whose pulse width is
much longer than rotational period of molecule, we had expected remark-
ably strong orientation can be achieved [89]. However, the experimentally
obtained values are much lower than that expected in the early numerical
simulations.

We have numerically found that the orientation process by the two color
laser field is not purely adiabatic, which is because the second harmonic
laser pulse have much shorter pulse width than that of the fundamental laser
pulse. That is to say, if a strong alignment without the “head versus tail”
order confinement is accomplished by the one-color laser field, additionally
followed external potential by the combination of the two laser fields for
the “head versus tail” order confinement leads to a nonadiabatic transition
between a pair of states which are oriented oppositely to each other. Even
though the delayed second harmonic laser field turns on slowly compared to
the rotational motion of molecule, the strongly aligned rotational state has
a nearly degenerated pair state which is oriented to the opposite direction.
In other word, once the doublet states are created by strong one-color laser
field, it is nearly impossible to adiabatically separates them from each other.

We show a numerical result of orientation of OCS molecule (Fig. 7.1).
The numerical result illustrates that the strong intensity of the fundamental
laser field is not the best condition for orientation.

For making the interaction for molecular orientation to be close to the adi-
abatic limit, temporal delay between the two laser pulses need to be optimized
so that the alignment and orientation can start to be induced simultaneously.
In this study, prior to the recipe, we have optimized the intensities of the
two wavelength laser pulses in order to orient the molecules as adiabatically
as possible.

7.1.1 OCS molecule

We have first measured degrees of alignment and orientation without shaping
the pulse by the plasma shutter. The pulse width of the fundamental laser
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Figure 7.1: Temporal evolutions of rotational ground state of OCS molecule.
The two-color laser pulse consists of the ω and 2ω pulses whose pulse
widths are 6 and 3 ns respectively by HWHM. The peak intensity of ω is
1× 1011W/cm2 for the left panels and 2× 1011W/cm2 for right panels, while
the peak intensity of 2ω is same for the both. |C0,0|2 and |C1,0|2 shows the
squares of the coefficients for the projection of the wave function onto the
adiabatic pendular state basis of field-dressed Hamiltonian. If the interaction
is purely adiabatic, |C0,0|2 must be temporally unchanged.
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Figure 7.2: Degrees of alignment (right) orientation (left). The horizontal
axises show relative phase between the ω and 2ω. In the upper and lower
panels, peak intensities of the 2ω are 2.0×1011W/cm2 and 1.6×1011W/cm2,
respectively.

pulse is measured as 7.7 ns and that of the second harmonics is estimated as
3.85 ns. In the experiments, we fix the energy of the 2ω pulse to be maxi-
mized as much as possible, while that of ω is adjusted with an attenuator.
We use OCS molecules buffered with 50-bar of He gas, and the molecules
are state-selected by the 8 kV-applied molecular deflector (Chapter 4). We
irradiated the state selected molecules with the two-color pump pulse and the
probe pulse. From the obtained two-dimensional images by the velocity-map
imaging spectrometer, we estimated the degrees of orientation < cos θ2D >
and alignment < cos2 θ2D > .

Fig. 7.2 shows result of the measurement. Degrees of alignment increase
with the intensity of the applied laser fields. In contrast, the degree of ori-
entation decrease when the intensity of the fundamental laser field is too
strong. For the best orientation we need to apply an appropriate intensity
of the fundamental laser pulse when the intensity of the second harmonics is
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Figure 7.3: Degrees of alignment (right) orientation (left). The horizontal
axises show relative phase between the ω and the 2ω. The peak intensities
of the 2ω is 1.0× 1011W/cm2.

fixed. This experimental result is consistent with the numerically obtained
prediction.

7.1.2 Iodobenzene molecule

The two-color orientation experiment have also been performed with iodoben-
zene molecules buffered with 60-bar of He gas and state-selected by 7 kV-
applied molecular deflector.

We show the results in Fig. 7.3. While higher degrees of alignment
are obtained, the obtained degrees of orientation are smaller than the result
obtained for the OCS molecules. Also, the modulation depending on the
change of the relative phase between the two wavelength is not clear. As
shown in Fig. 7.4 (a), we plot the result of the orientation with a sine curve
to conclude which intensity of the ω is the best for the orientation in the
present experimental condition. Figure 7.4 (b) shows the amplitudes of the
fitted sine curves as a function of the intensity of ω. From the graph shown
in Fig. 7.4 (b), we can conclude that the best orientation is achieved when
the strongest intensity of ω is applied.

The weak orientation obtained with the iodobenzene sample probably
comes from several reasons. First of all, compared to the OCS molecule,
the iodobenzene has a longer rotational period so that the orientation pro-
cess seems to be far from pure adiabatic interaction. Secondly, there are
still many initial rotational-states in the state-selected iodobezene molecular
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Figure 7.4: (a) : The degrees of orientation when intensity of the ω 1.0 ×
1012W/cm2 in Fig. 7.3 is fitted by a sine curve. (b) : Amplitudes of other
fitted since curves as a function of the intensity of the ω.

sample. Practically, isolating only one quantum state of a large asymmetric
top molecule like iodobenzene is virtually impossible, while it is possible with
small linear molecule such as OCS molecule. Thirdly, the intensity of the 2ω
pulse is lower than that in the experiment with the OCS sample, which is
because the 2ω pulse was focused loosely to the iodobenzene molecules.

7.2 Completely field-free orientation of OCS

molecules

After we have observed the orientation of state-selected OCS molecules by a
two-color laser pulse, the plasma shutter is employed to rapidly turn off the
second half of the pump pulse.

However, we have found a possibility of that the circulating liquid jet-
sheet for the plasma generation and the vapor around the jet-sheet generated
by the plasma shutter operation make the relative phase between the ω and
the 2ω unstable temporally. To confirm this, measurement same with the
Fig. 7.2 is conducted when the plasma shutter is operating. 11ps before the
time of rapid truncation, we have probed the orientation of molecules.

From recorded images of the S+ fragment ions, we plot the degrees of
alignment and orientation as a function of the relative phase. Fig. 7.5 (a)
and (b) show the degrees of alignment and orientation, respectively. We
accumulated data for two minutes for one image. Fig. 7.5 (c) shows result
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Figure 7.5: The upper panels show the relative phase dependence of the
degrees of orientation (left) and alignment (right) when the plasma shutter
is operating. The lower panels show the degrees of orientation (left) and
alignment (right) obtained repeatedly when the relative phase is fixed to
value pointed by the black arrow in the upper-left panel.

of orientations that repeatedly measured, when the relative phase is fixed to
the value arrowed in the Fig. 7.5 (a) and the probe pulse is applied to the
oriented molecules 11 ps before the rapid turn off as well. As we can see
from Fig. 7.5 (c) and (d), the obtained molecular orientation is temporally
unstable because of the plasma shutter operation, while the obtained degrees
of alignment do not fluctuate.

Then, we have observed the time evolutions of the degrees of alignment
and orientation (Fig. 7.6). The degrees of alignment show quite clear modu-
lation, while the modulation of the orientation is covered by a severe fluctu-
ation. In spite of the serious fluctuation of the phase, the averaged value of
the orientation is kept positive in Fig.7.5 (c) and Fig.7.6 (a). That means,
at least, it is not a fault that field-free orientation is achieved.
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Figure 7.6: Temporal evolution of degrees of orientation (left) and alignment
(right) applied to the two-color laser pulse with a slow turn on and the
rapid turn-off. After the rapid turn off at t = 0, the alignment shows clear
modulation, while the orientation is covered by severe fluctuation.

We have performed numerical simulation to compare it’s result with the
obtained experimental result. The pulse widths of the ω and the 2ω are 7.7
and 3.85 ns respectively, and residual laser field after the rapid turn off is
neglected. We take into account the non-adiabatic effect on the slow rising
of the laser field with the numerical method explained in Chapter 3.

We could estimate the applied intensity of the laser field and the popula-
tion of initial rotational states from the temporal evolutions of the alignment
since the modulation in the experimental data is quite clear. We have nu-
merically found that the experimentally observed modulation of alignment
illustrates two important facts. First, in the experiment, most of the state-
selected molecules used this time are in their rotational ground state. In
Chapter 4, we have described that the state-selected molecules used in the
present experiment are mostly composed by |0, 0 > and |1, 1 > states, while
the ratio between the two states is not reliable. On the other hand, the exper-
imentally observed modulation have been reproduced only from the ground
state |0, 0 > in the calculation, whereas |1, 1 > state have shown different
revival pattern as it is show in the lower panel of Fig. 7.7. Furthermore, we
have reproduced the revival structure of the ground state with much lower
laser intensities than that we have estimated in the experiment. The stronger
intensities applied to molecules diminish the alignment peak that appear at
27 ps and 54ps (Fig. 7.7).

This discrepancy of the laser intensity between the experiment and the
calculation must come from the finite volume of the probe laser pulse. In
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Figure 7.7: Numerical results of temporal evolutions of alignment and orien-
tation after the rapid turn off the two-color laser field at t = 0. The black line
represents the initial ground state |0, 0 >, while the red and green represent
the |1, 1 > +|1,−1 > and |1, 1 > −|1,−1 > states respectively. The upper
panels show result when the peak intensity of ω is 2.3× 1011W/cm2 and the
2ω is 1.6× 1011W/cm2. The middle and lower panels show result with half
and quarter intensity of the field intensities are applied with the same ratio
ω to 2ω.
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our experiment of two-color laser field, the radius of the focused probe pulse
is not small enough compared to that of pump pulses. Even though opti-
mizing the contrast of spatial radius of the laser pulses is very important to
preferentially probe the molecules exposed to the strongest pump fields, we
could not perform the experiment in the ideal condition this time. That was
because the focusing positions of the ωand the 2ω laser pulses are signifi-
cantly displaced to each other and their spatial shapes have not been ideally
controlled.

With the rotational wave function that reproduces the revival structure of
alignment (the right panels in 7.7), the degrees of orientation is calculated
as well, which are shown in the left panels of Fig. 7.7. Considering the
rotational period of the OCS molecule, at least, we will be able to achieve
field-free orientation just after the rapid turn off and at 81ps after the turn off,
if the relative phase between the ω and 2ω pulses is temporally and spatially
controlled better. Also, further strong intensities of the pump pulses can give
rise to a remarkably strong degree of orientation (< cos θ >∼0.9).
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Chapter 8

Summay and outlook

8.1 Laser-field-free orientation of state-selected

asymmetric top molecules

With all available techniques successfully combined, we have demonstrated
laser-field-free orientation of state-selected asymmetric top molecules with
very high degrees of orientation. (1) In order to achieve high degrees of ori-
entation, rotationally cold molecules are prepared by a high-pressure pulsed
valve. In order to achieve even higher degrees of orientation, molecules in
lower-lying rotational states are selected by deflecting a molecular beam with
a molecular deflector. (2) Since rotational states are closely distributed in
their energies of asymmetric top molecules, it is virtually impossible to pre-
pare a single rotational state even with a molecular deflector. For those
molecules not in a single rotational state but in some lower-lying rotational
states, some of which are oriented one way and the others are oriented the
other way, it is of crucial importance to create molecular orientation adia-
batically so that the rotational states in the molecules can be bound more
on the deeper potential wall than the shallower one and the highest possible
degrees of orientation can be achieved. (3) In order to achieve laser-field-free
orientation, the pump laser pulse is rapidly turned off at its peak intensity by
the plasma shutter technique. Then the laser-field-free molecular orientation
is realized just after the rapid turn off of the pump pulse.

Even though our development of the orientation technique have been mo-
tivated by the strong contribution of adiabatic process to the achieved degree
of orientation, we have found that the orientation process is not purely adi-
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abatic and the nonadibatic effect plays an important role. From the exper-
imentally obtained data, we have shown that the asymmetric top molecules
can be strongly oriented in the laser-field-free condition with 5-10 ps of long
duration. Such a long period of laser-field-free orientation has been observed
for the first time. This, in fact, illustrates an important role played by nona-
diabatic effect taking place on the slow turn on of laser field.

According to recently reported studies including our numerical study
shown in Chapter 6, pure adiabatic orientation of large asymmetric top
molecular sample such as iodobenzene is practically impossible. However,
our orientation technique based on laser pulse with a slow turn on and a
rapid turn off give rise to a remarkably strong degree of orientation com-
pared to other methods, and also can make the molecules to be kept oriented
in the laser-field-free orientation for 5-10 ps.

Our orientation technique can open up new opportunity to explore many
experimental researches on large asymmetric top molecules. A lot of studies
of field-free molecular alignment and orientation have been restricted on the
molecules with simpler structures and samples of oriented asymmetric top
molecules are mainly created in the presence of laser-field. Therefore, we can
expect that our orientation technique can fuel the progress of diverse research
area with asymmetric top molecules such as photoelectron angular distribu-
tion, stereodynamic control of chemical reactions, dissociation of molecules,
electron diffraction, or high-harmonic generation.

8.2 Numerical study on rotational spectrum

and dynamics of asymmetric top molecules

Not only the small linear molecules but also more large molecules, which
are often asymmetric top molecules, have been active subjects of research.
The experimental studies on asymmetric top molecules have been accompa-
nied by theoretical efforts to understand and estimate their unique rotational
dynamics. In Chapter 6, we have focused our attention to the rotational dy-
namics of iodobezene molecules exposed to a combination of an electrostatic
and a nonresonant laser field with a slow turn on and a rapid turn off.

We have numerically shown that the prolate asymmetric top molecules
like iodobenzene behave like linear molecules when they are exposed to the
combined fields, provided the molecular sample is in a low initial rotational
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temperature. Prolate asymmetric top molecule’s rotational motion around
molecule fixed z-axis is represented by relatively large rotational constant.
Therefore, the rotation around the z-axis is not highly being excited in a
low rotational temperature. The rotational motion around the z-axis is kept
frozen under a slowly applied external field. Thus, the cold iodobenzene
molecules irradiated with a laser pulse with a slow turn on and a rapid turn
off behave like linear molecules.

However, when a short laser pulse is irradiated to prolate asymmetric
top molecules, the rotation around molecule fixed z-axis is considerably ex-
cited. This is a big difference of asymmetric top molecules and symmetric top
molecules, which make the rotational dynamics of asymmetric top molecules
are qualitatively different with those of symmetric and linear molecules.

In addition, we have numerically reproduced the appearance of “persis-
tent laser-field-free orientation”. That is also a characteristic behavior of
asymmetric top molecules. To take into account nonadiabatic effect that ex-
ists on the slow rising of laser field, we have solved time-dependent Shrödinger
equation describing rotational motion of asymmetric top molecules. It have
been challenging subject to solve the time-dependent Shrödinger equation
for asymmetric top molecules over a few nanosecond. In this time, we have
developed a numerical method, based on time-dependent unitary transfor-
mation, to calculate rotational motions of large molecules very effectively.

We have confirmed that orientation process with the 6 nanosecond of
turn on is still far from adiabatic interaction for many rotational states. We
have shown that even more than 50 nanosecond of laser pulse can not ensure
pure adiabatic interaction. In a given potential for molecular alignment or
orientation, the best aligned or oriented quantum state is an eigenstate of
the applied interaction Hamiltonian in almost of cases. Thus, wave packet
generated by impure adiabatic process has a possibility to much aligned or
oriented in the given intensity of external field. Thus, the degree of alignment
or orientation does not necessarily increase (decrease) following the increase
(decrease) of instantaneous laser field when the interaction is not purely
adiabatic.

The “persistent orientation” have been reproduced numerically for several
individual rotational quantum states among those have experienced avoided
crossings. The nonadiabatic interactions on the slow turn on of the laser
field have contributed to the “persistent laser-field-free orientation” after the
rapid turn off of the laser field.

However, thermally averaged degrees of alignment and orientation are
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almost the same with the results obtained by assuming that interaction on
the slow turn on is adiabatic. This is because we have restricted our atten-
tion on the “parallel field” condition. If we consider further nonadiabatic
effect existing in the “crossed field condition,” there are probably extremely
remarkable nonadiabatic behaviors [86].

8.3 Completely field-free orientation of molecules

Field-free orientation of molecules is one of the most attracting fields of
research. We have oriented OCS molecules in the field-free condition by
using both state-selection technique and plasma shutter technique. Degree
of orientation that we can obtain from a single rotational state is maximized
when the orientation potential is applied adiabatically. And ground state
of OCS molecule can be selected by using molecular deflector, while large
asymmetric top molecule like iodobenzene molecule state-selected by our
method still include amount of rotational states. Thus, in principle, we
could achieve the highest degree of orientation of small molecules with our
approach.

We have utilized the two-color laser pulse with a slow turn on and a
rapid turn off to orient state-selected OCS molecules in the field-free condi-
tion. Considering underlying physics associated with molecular orientation,
our experimental approach provides an opportunity to achieve the possible
strongest molecular orientation. In principal, degree of orientation < cos θ >
can be over 0.9 with our approach. We can complete our purpose if we
overcome several technical issues that we have recognized this time.

First, we need to make the orientation process on the slow rising of the
laser field to be close to adiabatic as much as possible. We have found
numerically and experimentally that interaction by the two-color laser pulse
is not adiabatic for molecular orientation due to the different pulse widths of
the ω and 2ω; once rotational state strongly aligned only by the ω is created,
they can not be adiabatically oriented by the additionally applied 2ω. We
have optimized intensities of the ω and 2ω in order to make the alignment
and orientation processes take place simultaneously as much as possible.

Secondly, we need to apply much strong intensities of pump pulses. From
observed modulation of the temporal evolution of the degree of alignment,
we have shown that the rotational ground state is successfully selected by
the molecular deflector and that the degree of orientation can be further in-
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creased by stronger laser field. This time, the achieved maximum degree of
orientation is ∼0.08 in < cos θ2D >. As we numerically have found, the de-
gree of orientation can be significantly increased with stronger pump pulses.
Extremely high degree of orientation < cos θ2D > ∼0.9 can be expected in
the near future.

Also, we have found that the plasma shutter operation influences the
relative phase between the ω and the 2ω, that makes the achieved degrees
of orientation temporally unstable. This issue is the most challenging and
important subject for using the oriented molecular sample to other exper-
imental researches. The effect of the plasma shutter on the relative phase
can be minimized if the rapidly truncated quantity of laser pulses is reduced.
However, since we need to increase total intensity of the pump pulse in the
future, other solution is required. Therefore, we have been preparing a feed-
back system for stabilizing the relative phase between the ω and 2ω.
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Chapter 9

Appendix

9.1 Matrix elements of Hamiltonians

We summarize all non-zero elements of the Hamiltonian matrices used for
our calculations.

9.1.1 Linear molecule

Rigid rotor Hamiltonian

The rigid rotor Hamiltonian of linear molecule, Hrot ≡ BĴ2, have non-zero
diagonal elements of

< J,M |Hrot|J,M >= BJ(J + 1). (9.1)

DC Stark Hamiltonian

The interaction Hamiltonian of the permanent dipole with electrostatic field,
Estaticµ cos θ, have off-diagonal elements expressed by

< J,M | cos θ|J + 1,M >

=

√
(J + 1 +M)(J + 1−M)

(2J + 1)(2J + 3)

(9.2)
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AC Stark Hamiltonian

The Hamiltonian of interaction between a nonresonant laser field and the in-
duced dipole moment, − I

2cϵ
((α∥−α⊥) cos

2 θ), have non-zero matrix elements
described below.

< J,M | cos2 θ|J,M >

=
1

3
+

2(2J + 1)(J(J + 1)− 3M2)

3(2J + 1)(2J + 3)(2J − 1)

(9.3)

< J,M | cos2 θ|J + 2,M >

=

√
((J + 1)2 −M2)((J + 2)2 −M2)

(2J + 1)(2J + 3)2(2J + 5)

(9.4)

Hamiltonian for interaction of hyperpolarizability

Nonresonant two-color laser field give rise to interaction of hyperpolarizablilty
given by,

9.1.2 Asymmetric top molecule

Rigid Rotor Hamiltonian

The nonzero matrix elements for the field-free Hamiltonian of asymmetric
top molecule are

< J,K,M |Hrot|J,K,M >=
1

2
(B + C)[J(J + 1)−K2] + AK2

(9.5)

< J,K,M |Hrot|J,K + 2,M >=
1

4
(B − C)

√
(J(J + 1)−K(K + 1))×√
J(J + 1)− (K + 1)(K + 2)

(9.6)
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DC Stark Hamiltonian

The interaction Hamiltonian of the permanent dipole with electrostatic field,
Estaticµ cos θ, have matrix elements expressed by

< J,K,M | cos θ|J,K,M >

=
MK

J(J + 1)

(9.7)

< J,K,M | cos θ|J + 1, K,M >

=

√
((J + 1)2 −M2)((J + 1)2 −K2)

(2J + 3)(2J + 1)(J + 1)2

(9.8)

AC Stark Hamiltonian

The interaction between a linearly polarized non-resonant laser field and the
induced dipole is − I

2cϵ
(αzx cos2 θ + αyx sin2 θ sin2 χ), whose nonzero matrix

elements are summarized below.

< J,K,M | cos2 θ|J,K,M >

=
[3M2 − J(J + 1)][3K2 − J(J + 1)]

3J(J + 1)(2J − 1)(2J + 3)
+

1

3

(9.9)

< J + 1, K,M | cos2 θ|J,K,M >

=
2MK

√
[(J + 1)2 −M2][(J + 1)2 −K2]

9J(J + 1)(J + 2)
√

(2J + 3)(2J + 1)

(9.10)

< J + 2, K,M | cos2 θ|J,K,M >

=
√
[(J + 2)2 −K2][(J + 1)2 −K2]×√

[(J + 2)2 −M2][(J + 1)2 −M2]

9(J + 1)(J + 2)(2J + 3)
√

(2J + 1)(2J + 5)

(9.11)
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< J,K + 2,M | sin2 θ sin2 χ|J,K,M >

=
1√
3
[3M2 − J(J + 1)]×√

[J2 − (K + 1)2](J −K)(J +K + 2)

2J(J + 1)(2J + 3)(2J − 1)

(9.12)

< J + 1, K,M | sin2 θ sin2 χ|J,K + 2,M >

=
1√
3
M

√
[(J + 1)2 −M2]×√

[(J −K)2 − 1](J −K)(J +K + 2)

2J(J + 1)(J + 2)
√

(2J + 1)(2J + 3)

(9.13)

< J + 2, K,M | sin2 θ sin2 χ|J,K + 2,M >

=
1√
3
M

√
[(J + 2)2 −M2][(J + 1)2 −M2]×√
[(J −K)2 − 1](J −K)(J −K + 2)

4J(J + 1)(2J + 3)
√

(2J + 1)(2J + 5)

(9.14)
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9.2 Effect of the residual laser field

We explore effects of the residual fields on the rotational dynamics of molecules
numerically. We assume that molecules are oriented with a pure adiabatic
process by a slow turn on of the laser field, and the laser field are turned off
rapidly. As explored in Chapter 5 and 6, nonadiabatic effect plays crucial
roles in determining the rotational dynamics of asymmetric top molecules.
Thus, to more clearly investigate the effect of residual laser field on the rota-
tional dynamics, we focus our attention on the case of a small linear molecule.
However, things we elucidate in this section are general for other asymmet-
ric top molecules. We explore time evolution of OCS molecules exposed to
both continuous 800 V/cm of electric field and the shaped pulse. We assume
conditions where residual laser field components are exaggerated than real
experimental conditions; we consider conditions where up to 5 percent of a
fixed peak intensity of 2×1012 W/cm2 is kept remaining after the rapid turn
off.

Fig. 9.1 shows that the revivals of alignment and orientation show up
at the times characterized by the rotational period of the molecule, which
is similar to the rotational dynamics induced by short laser pulse [34, 36].
However, constantly remainning finite laser field after the rapid truncation
makes the rotational wave packet dynamics different from those pumped by
the shaped pulse without any residual laser field after the rapid turn off.
The effect by the residual field is more distinct for the sample with lower
initial rotational temperatures and for the higher residual field components.
For example, when 5 percent of laser field remains, revivals of alignment and
orientation at the rotational period of the molecule 82ps can not be observed
anymore . In principle, linear molecules must show distinct revival peaks
when there is no residual field remaining.

In the previous experiments using plasma shutter [36, 65], the power
(Watt) of residual fields are assumed to be less than 5 percent of the peak
power of the shaped pulse as a result of the cross-correlation measurement.
However, the intensity of the residual laser field is much lower than 5 percent
of the peak intensity since the plasma shutter not only truncates the second
half of the laser pulse but also dramatically modify the focusability of the
residual laser field [36]. 1 Moreover, it has been confirmed from our numerical
simulations that the time interval between the rapid turn off and the first

1It is important to estimate the remaining field intensity if the controlled molecular
sample by the plasma shutter technique is applied to other experimental researches. The
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Figure 9.1: Temporal evolutions of alignment and orientation of OCS
molecules for two rotational temperatures of 1K (left) and 5K (right). De-
grees of alignment and orientation are thermal averaged by considering Boltz-
mann distributions. The results with different residual field components after
the rapid turn off are shown in each panel.
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local minimum of the temporal evolutions of alignment and orientation are
independent to the remaining field intensity. The time interval, the dephasing
time, is determined by only the wave-packet property before the rapid turn
off. This characteristic has been found from an asymmetric top molecule too.
This numerical observation makes sure that the experimental result showing
persistent laser-field-free alignment and orientation for 5-10ps is caused from
other effects rather than that of the residential field [65]. As we notice in
Chapter 5 and 6, we have thought that nonadiabatic interaction on the rising
part of the laser field can cause the persistent laser-field-free alignment and
orientation.

present numerical simulation, based on the comparison with experimental result, can serve
us a precise way for estimating the actual intensity (W/cm2) of the residual field applied
to the molecules.
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